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Housing fees to
rise eight percent
By Tony Kluemper
News Editor
When students begin registering for housing in the next few weeks,
they may notice a few differences
from last year. The one that is likely
stand out most is the significant eight
percent increase planned for housing payments.
The planned increase has been
approved by the Housing Student
Advisory Board as well as Auxiliary
Services and the administration.
Although the increase has not yet
been approved by the Board of Regents, the Department of Housing
is currently using the new figures on
the registration website to let students know that the increase is very
likely.
Although students may not realize it, according to Director of Housing Mike Black, housing costs
increase every year. “As the cost of
living goes up so do housing costs

Student awarded
noted Churchill
Mechanical Engineering senior Saniya Ahsan is one of only
11 Americans to win the coveted Churchill Scholarship. The
award pays for a year of study at
Cambridge University in England, plus living allowance. Ahsan is the second Tech student
and the first Tech female to win
the award. She plans to pursue a
Master of Philosophy in Engineering.

Institute extends
Evaluation time
The Faculty Senate passed a
resolution advocating extension
of the time students can submit
course evaluation. Currently students can only submit evaluations between 6 a.m. and 12 a.m.
through Dead Week. The Senate resolution calls for extending submissions to 24 hours until
the end of exam week. President
Clough supported the move.

on campus,” said Black. “To do anything or make any significant changes
to housing, we have to raise funds
somewhat.”
However, the significant increase
this year is a direct result of the
planned construction of new family
living and graduate dorms on the
current site of Callaway and Healey. Construction should begin later this year and be completed by
January 2005.
The process of planning the budget and price of housing begins early in the fall semester. “We start
meeting [with the Student Advisory Board] as early as October to
decide the budget,” said Black. “Most
groups don’t begin meeting until at
least February, which points to how
complex this system is.”
According to Associate Director
of Housing Dan Morrison, even
before the Student Advisory Board

Looking back through Tech’s history

By Peter Jensen / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Students and faculty check out the new exhibit celebrating the 50th anniversary of women at Tech. The
presentation, which opened last Friday, runs through October in the West Commons area of the library.

See Housing, page 4

UJC nullifies UHR decision
By Daniel Amick
Senior Staff Writer
Last Tuesday, the Undergraduate Judiciary Cabinet (UJC)
upheld an appeal by the Yellow
Jackets Flying Club (YJFC) and
nullified an Undergraduate
House of Representatives (UHR)
vote made last spring.
The events leading up to the
appeal are complex. Certain YJFC
officers are not Georgia Tech
students. This violates the policy guidelines of SGA’s Joint Campus Organizations Committee
(JCOC). Last spring, JCOC became aware of the situation and
voted to suspend the club. The
suspension jeopardized YJFC’s
SGA funding.
In February 2002, YJFC came

before the Undergraduate House
and the Graduate Student Senate to ask for a waiver of the
JCOC policy.
UHR debated the YJFC’s request Feb. 26, 2002 and failed it
by a vote of 10-11-10. During
the UHR meeting, speaking time
was limited to one minute per
speaker.
The YJFC appealed the vote
to the UJC. In a hearing last
Tuesday, Feb. 4, the YJFC argued that one minute was insufficient time for a speaker to
elaborate a point.
“We feel that our speaker,
[2001-2002 Senior representative] Craig Tommosello was
unfairly cut off,” said Ben Hamilton, president of the YJFC.
Hamilton presented the appeal.

Executive Vice President Nate
Watson defended the UHR vote
in the hearing. He argued that
restricting speaking time is a standard parliamentary procedure
motion allowed under the rules
governing the UHR, the Robert’s Rules of Order.
“This motion was made long
before the actual bill for the Flying Club was brought up,” said
Watson. At any time, a majority
of members could vote to suspend the time limitation.
“There was no attempt during the discussion by the Flying
Club or others to suspend those
limits of debate,” said Watson.
UJC sided with the YJFC. In
its ruling, the Cabinet held that,

By Tony Kluemper
News Editor
This June, after over two years of construction, Tech’s campus will finally expand across the downtown connector with
the completion of the Technology Square
project.
The project, which consists of a new
home for the bookstore, a new hotel and
convention center, a new home for the
College of Management, a new parking
garage and various other retail shops, has
been in the works since the late 1990s.
According to Facilities, all phases of the
project should be complete once students
return for fall classes. “The project is nearly
See Technology Square, page 7

See UJC, page 5

Student Health Center set to open in March
By Amy Schmisseur
Contributing Writer

Conference to be
held tomorrow
The 2003 Georgia Tech Leadership Conference will be held
Saturday Feb. 15 at 8:30 a.m. in
the Student Center. The theme
for this year’s conference is “Attitude is Everything.” Speakers
will discuss topics like communication skills, conflict management, diversity, building a strong
team, and networking. The sponsor is Omicron Delta Kappa.

Technology Square
nears completion

By Charles Frey / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Cindy Smith, director of the Health Center, hopes that the new location on west
campus next to SAC will give students better access to the center’s services.

The new Student Health
Center opens March 5. The
new center will integrate existing services, including the Wellness Center and Women’s Clinic,
with a range of new services including a full-time psychiatrist
and a dental clinic.
The new building has 30,000
square feet of space, 7,000 square
feet more than the current building. An additional 20,000 square
feet left unfinished for future expansion.
Despite the increase in size,
no additional staff will be hired

for the regular health clinic.
The layout of the new building and a strategic color-coding
scheme should enable an easier
flow of traffic through the facility.
“We’re placing the Women’s
Clinic, psychiatrists’ offices and
the Wellness Center on the second floor for more privacy,” said
Dr. Cindy Smith, director of the
Student Health Center. The facility is located on Ferst Drive
next to the SAC.
The primary reason for the
move is the construction of a
new College of Computing buildSee Health, page 6
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Technique Online Voice Your Opinion!
Last issue’s poll garnered 89 responses to the question:
“What changes would you like to see made to the post office?”

NEWS

From the archives...
The Nique’s top stories from:

10

years ago: February 12, 1993—60 students gathered outside
the Student Center calling for the resignation of GT President Pat Crecine. Organizers accused Crecine of “mismanagement of academics and atrocities against the student body.
One student called the rally “an abysmal failure.”

20

years ago: February 11, 1983— The Nuclear
Research Center accidentally released some 2,700
gallons of radioactive water into the Atlanta sewer system. The EPA found that the spill was not a
health hazard. Tech edged out Duke 67-66, but
the Terps outmuscled the Yellow Jackets.

30
Image by Ian Clark / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

This week’s poll is related to the increase in housing fees. How do
you feel about rise in on-campus housing for students? Tell us what
you think at www.cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/technique.

years ago: February 16, 1973—Students vandalized the steam compressor, spray-painting on it “Clyde’s
Folly,” a reference to the administrator who saved the compressor from
destruction. Students offered to rent
calculators for $1 per day. The calculators, TI-2500 and SR-10, “will
add, subtract, multiply and divide
any numbers.”

NEWS
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Council Clippings Senate and House

Graduates table
majority of bills

House suspends
immigration bill

By Tony Kluemper
News Editor

By Daniel Amick
Senior Staff Writer

Although the meeting looked to be a
long one due to the nearly 30 bills on the
agenda, the Graduate Senate finished in
near record time this week. The speed was
a result of a lack of organizational representatives, which led to the tabling of nearly
half of the bills presented.
The bills that were presented provided
little to no controversy among the senators
and thus resulted in little to no discussion.
The main debate that occurred focused on
the chartering of a new student organization known as Campus Outreach. According to the organization’s representative, its
purpose is to promote the understanding
of Christian living on campus through interaction in smaller group settings.
“The difference between us and other
Christian organizations on campus is how
we implement our program,” said the representative.
However, according to the Joint Campus Organizations Committee (JCOC) chair
Tim Cailloux, there was not enough distinction.
“JCOC recommended that Campus
Outreach not be given a charter because its
offerings are very similar to the offerings of
the Christian Campus Fellowship (CCF),
who also provide small group forums,”
said Cailloux.
ECE Senator Roy Furbank then asked
members of the organization why they felt
they should be considered different from
CCF. IE major Matt Dart, who is a member of Campus Outreach, felt that it would
appeal to a different group than CCF.
“When I was a freshman, I tried out
CCF, but I often felt like I got lost in the
crowd,” said Dart. “Campus outreach is
trying to reach those students who may not
have been involved in church before they
came to college.”
Furbank then offered his suggestion on

A prolonged debate during Tuesday’s
marathon UHR meeting ended with the
death of a joint resolution condemning
American immigration policies for international students.
The bill’s sponsor, Eman Kirbah, succeeded in pulling the resolution from the
table for consideration. The House adopted certain changes passed by the Graduate
Senate, and then launched into its own
critique. The ensuing debate underscored
the controversy that has surrounded the
resolution from its introduction.
BME Rep Jen Hinkel expressed concern that the resolution attempted to rewrite government policies. She also drew
attention to what she called “vague language that could be misconstrued” such as
references to “unintentional minor infractions.”
ECE Rep John Parsons objected to a
reference to “2500+” international students
when only about 150 were affected by new
policies. Kirbah countered that such restrictions have “a reciprocal effect” and
could discourage future students from attending American universities.
CS Rep Adam Bernstein rose as he has
at previous meetings to recommend that a

See GSS, page 4

By Chris Raabe / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Graduate Senators discuss the chartering of Campus Outreach at last week’s
meeting. The graduates voted to grant charters to three new organizations and
tabled many of the other presented bills due to a lack of organizations reps.

Bills Considered
Undergraduate House of Representatives
Joint Resolution on Immigration
Allocation to CCF
Joint Allocation to Sophomore Summit
Joint Allocation to Student Publications
Joint Chartering of Campus Outreach
Joint Allocation to Sophomore Summit
Allocation to Undergrad Fundraising Pr.
FY 2003/2004 Activity Fee Budget
Joint Allocation to Paintball Team
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Author: Eman Kirbah
Author: Ford Burger
Author: Jakarra Jones
Author: Tim Cailloux
Author: Tim Cailloux
Author: Cristina Baccay
Author: Ben Lawder
Author: Tiffany Massey
Author: Cristina Baccay
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Graduate Student Senate
Joint Allocation to Student Publications
Author: Kasi David
Joint Allocation to Tech Water Polo (1) Author: Joseph Jeong
Joint Allocation to Tech Water Polo (2) Author: Joseph Jeong
Joint Allocation to Tech Water Polo (3) Author: Joseph Jeong
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Joint Chartering of Squash Club
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Joint Chartering of Campus Outreach
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See UHR, page 5

CORRECTION
In last week’s UHR report entitled “Undergrads debate 2003 election code,” the Technique mistakenly reported that all students
running for an elected office would be required to fully disclose their student organization memberships according to the new election
code. The code only requires that candidates
for president and executive vice president disclose their memberships. The Technique regrets the error.
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GSS

from page 3

how the senate should vote on the
bill. “I think we should lean on the
side of inclusion when granting charters,” said Furbank. Other senators
agreed, pointing out that there are
always going to be similarities between Christian organizations.
Once the discussion ended, the
graduates voted against the recommendations of JCOC and awarded
a charter to Campus Outreach.
Two other organizations, whose
bills were tabled last week because a
representative was not present, were
also granted charters this week. The
senate considered both bills without a great amount of discussion.
The lone allocation bill discussed
by the senators was a request for
funds from Student Publications for
the purchase of a new photo production system. According to Technique photograhpy editor Scott
Mueleners, the new system would
replace a used print machine that
Student Publications received five
years ago.
“Right now we have to print pictures and send them in to the publisher of the yearbook, who then
scans them to be put into the yearbook,” said Mueleners. “Under the
new system, we would scan the photos
ourselves and send them to the publisher digitally. This would improve
the print quality of the photos used.”
Meuleners also pointed out that
the new system would have lower
operation costs than the current print
system, which regularly requires high
repair costs.
During discussion, ECE senator

Pelham Norville asked Meuleners
whether Student Publications had
requested funds from the Technology Fee committee. Although the
group did look into it, according to
Cailloux, who is also a photographer for Student Publications, the
committee was not hearing requests
at this time. “We were told that the
committee was only looking at requests from academic departments.”
AE Senator Kent Siebeneck went
on to point out that Student Publications rarely asks for additional money over what they are given in the
yearly budget. “Most of the money
in the budget goes for production
costs and salaries and not for new
equipment,” said Siebeneck. “And
they don’t approach us for new equipment every year.”
Once discussion had ended, the
senators voted to approve the bill by
an overwhelming majority.
In other business, four bills allocating funds to the Tech Water Polo
Club were tabled when neither the
author of the bill nor a representative from the club were present.
Two allocation bills to Sophomore Summit were also tabled due
to the author not being present.
However, when senators brought
up the fact that it had been amended by Joint Finance Committee (JFC)
to only come from undergraduate
funds, the bills were untabled and
then amended to meet JFC recommendations.
Director of SAC Butch Stanphill
also addressed the senate relating to
closure of SAC over the summer
and the completion of the new Campus Recreation Center (formerly
SAC) in 2004.

NEWS

Housing

from page 1

meets, Housing begins to look at
what changes could affect the budget for the upcoming year. “These
changes could be new programs we
need to offer, any increases in salaries or insurance costs and any new
renovation or construction project
we have in the works,” said Morrison. “This year the new family living and graduate housing projects is
one of those factors.”
In addition to any new construction projects Housing begins, they
must also continue renovations and
changes to current facilities.
“The money just currently isn’t
there to do the renovations and the
new construction,” said Morrison.
Black also agreed, saying that students should look at Housing as a
business. “Housing has to be looked
at as a private business. If we don’t
make the money somehow, we can’t
build new buildings or develop new
programs,” said Black.
After discussing the need for additional funds, Housing introduced
the plan to raise on-campus costs
across the board over the next three
years. The eight percent increase for
next year has already been set as the
definite amount of increase. However, according to Black, the increases
over the next two years have not
been finalized.
“Right now we are looking to
increase another eight percent next
spring and then five- and-a-half percent increase during the third year,”
said Black. However, Morrison
pointed out that the price could
increase more depending on what

“Most students don’t have any
problem paying for changes
and improvements they can
see...”
Mike Black
Director of Housing
other needs arise in the next two
years.
“At this point the only thing that
is definite is the eight percent increase for next year,” said Morrison.
This proposed plan was approved
unanimously by the Student Advisory Board. “I think the students on
the board realized that someone has
to pay for improvements,” said Black.
Morrison agreed. “In fact, last
year and the year before, the board
asked us to raise it more,” said Morrison.
“But in the end we try to keep
the costs reasonable to the students
while still making enough to pay for
the new projects.”
However, some students are left
wondering why all students have to
fit the bill for rooms that will go to
provide housing for only graduate
and students with families.
“I understand that they have to
get the money somehow,” said third
year STAC major Matt Harbers.
“But I think those most benefiting
from the projects should pay higher
costs.”
Both Black and Morrison pointed out that this type of plan wouldn’t
work. “Although we are currently
trying to fund graduate projects,”
said Black. “When the housing for
the Olympics were built, people who

may not ever live in the buildings
had to help pay for it. It’s the same
thing here.”
Although there are some students
who disagree with the rising costs,
Black believes that most students
would support the increase.
“Most students don’t have any
problem paying for changes and
improvements they can see being
made,” said Black.
Black also pointed out that in
future years graduate students may
have to help pay for the renovation
or new construction of an undergraduate housing project.
In addition, Morrison pointed
out that it is often impossible to
please everyone. “Everyone has their
own agenda, and there really is no
way to please every group involved
in the process,” said Morrison.
“If we try to cut a program or cut
a little bit of everything, we are going to be hurting the interests of
somebody.”
It is not clear when a final approval from the Board of Regents
will be made. “With the new governor coming into office and this being the first full budgeting session
that the chancellor has been in the
position, it’s hard to know when we
could get that decision,” said Morrison.

NEWS

UJC

from page 1

although Robert’s Rules of Order
were not violated, the one-minute
limit “was unacceptable due to the
importance of the decision and the
complexities involved.”
“One minute,” the justices wrote,
“did not allow a person the time to
explain this situation completely and
fully from their own unique perspective.”
Specifically, the Cabinet said that
representatives violated their oaths
of office to “faithfully serve [their]
constituents to the best of [their]
abilities.”
The decision declares the UHR
vote “null and void” and gives YJFC
30 days to resubmit the bill for consideration.
“All the UJC said is [UHR] needs
to re-hear this bill,” said Daniel
Crook, Chief Justice of the UJC.
“We didn’t say [the vote denying
the YJFC a waiver] was wrong, or
that [the vote] was overturned.”
“I’m definitely happy about the
decision,” said Hamilton.
“We plan to go to SGA again
and present our waiver. I think we’re
trying to do what’s best for the students in our club and we’ll continue
to work with SGA in resolving this
issue.”
Watson pointed out that YJFC
has the right to make a new request
for a waiver, rather than resurrecting the old decision.
“If [YJFC members] want a waiver, I hope they will come and ask for
it, because that is the proper way to
do things. It will give representatives a chance to debate this, to decide what’s best for the student body,
and will give the flying club a chance
to take their appeal to the House

following the normal rules of the
constitution and bylaws,” said Watson.
Watson also expressed concern
over the implications of the ruling.
Its effect, Watson said, is that SGA
can follow procedures specifically
outlined in one bylaw, yet violate
the provisions of another bylaw.
“In other words, one bylaw counts
more than another. This is not something specified in the Constitution,”
said Watson.
“[W]e’re concerned about challenges to everything we do, because
we don’t know which bylaws outrank another one.”
“It makes it very difficult for us
to continue to execute the duties of
our office faithfully if our judicial
branch, which does a very good job
of checking [the legislative and executive branches], does not share
with us further opinions on this
matter,” said Watson.
This situation, Watson said, “is
something very unique and very interesting.”
“I intend to do my best to enforce whatever the UJC says,” said
Watson.
“The reason we have a judiciary
is to improve our processes when
we may have made a mistake. So,
we will make the necessary adjustments when it becomes clear what
those are, and when it becomes clear
that due process was followed all
the way through in this case.
“[SGA officers] are all in the business of serving the students. Anything that’s done is clearly done to
serve that end.
“We’ll work to improve ourselves
in whatever manner we need to do
to fix any problems that we have
while still tackling issues that really
matter to students,” said Watson.
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Leadership Conference celebrates 50 years of women at Tech

By Peter Jensen / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Last weekend’s Women’s Leadership Conference attracted over 300 students on Friday night and
Saturday. The event featured a presentation by Elizabeth Herndon, who was one of the first women to
attend Tech in the 1950s, to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the first women at Tech.

UHR

from page 3

shorter resolution be adopted. “Remember when you are considering
this resolution that all we want to
convey is that we want positive
change,” said Bernstein.
Jamie Vastola offered a motion
to suspend the bill indefinitely. This
step would kill the resolution.
“I object,” said Kirbah, shouting, but she couldn’t stop the motion from gaining momentum.
ME Rep Josh Alexander rose in
favor of suspending indefinitely, saying the resolution was clearly beyond the scope of the duties of the

House.
Hinkel noted that the resolution
would be sent to a number of government officials, including President Bush, and that to pass something
that House members were not absolutely comfortable with would be
a mistake.
“I strenuously object,” said Member-at-Large Alan Bakowsky. “Any
members opposed to the resolution
could vote against it. Suspending
the bill was not right,” he said.
In an extremely narrow decision,
the House approved the motion to
suspend by a vote of 15-14 with
four abstentions. Kirbah tried to
move for a role call vote, but it was

too late. “I’m very disappointed at
the House,” said Kirbah.
In other business, reps chartered
Campus Outreach, a new religious
organization. Reps briefly debated
whether Campus Outreach duplicated existing groups like Christian
Campus Fellowship (CCF). JCOC
Chair Tim Cailloux said that small
group worship offered by Campus
Outreach was already available. Organizational representatives countered that they “filled a niche” and
that some people would not join
established groups like CCF because
they carry a certain stigma. The
majority of reps agreed and passed
the chartering bill 23-8-2.
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Obituary Dr. John Uyemura
Georgia Tech recently lost a
member of its community when
faculty member Dr. John Uyemura, 50, passed away Monday,
Feb. 3.
Dr. Uyemura was a professor
in the School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering. He died
of a heart attack at his home in
Smyrna.
Dr. Uyemura is survived by
his wife, two daughters, two
brothers and his father.
He was born in Denver, Colorado and grew up in the town
of Ontario, Oregon.
Dr. Uyemura came to Tech
in 1978 after receiving his doctorate from the University of California, Berkeley. Dr. Uyemura
also received his bachelors and
masters degrees in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
from Berkeley. It took him only
eight years to win Tech’s Outstanding Teacher Award.
Students and fellow faculty
alike described Dr. Uyemura as
an outstanding teacher and mentor. “He could extract the best
out of anybody,” said Hani
Atrash, one of the many graduate students who worked with
the professor.
“John was a born teacher,”
said Dr. John Buck, one of Dr.
Uyemura’s colleagues. “He was
the smartest guy I’ve ever known.

He could distill all his knowledge and present it as a definitive
package for a lecture. That same
talent shows up in his textbooks.”
In his 24 years at Tech, Dr.
Uyemura co-developed the
school’s fiber optics instrumental laboratory. He also authored
many computer engineering textbooks that were often set as the
standards in the field.
His numerous studies while
at Tech focused on electromagnetic theory, fiber optics and solidstate physics. In addition to his
research, Dr. Uyemura also taught
courses in Electromagnetics at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
However, according to his
wife, Melba, Dr. Uyemura had a
fun side outside of his research.
“John was unfailingly buoyant and optimistic,” said Melba
Uyemura. “He focused on what’s
good in life.”
One of Dr. Uyemura’s favorite hobbies was playing the guitar. According to his wife, he
had collected more than a dozen
guitars and learned to play a wide
range of music on them.
His family and friends celebrated Dr. Uyemura’s life at a
remembrance service Feb. 8. He
will also be remembered at Tech’s
“When the Whistle Blows” ceremony.

NEWS

Health

from page 1

ing. Smith and her staff view the
move in a positive light. “I think
that we will see more students. It
will be right next to SAC…and it
will be easier for students to access,”
said Smith.
The new dental clinic will offer
basic cleaning, x-rays and cavity filling. A small lab is included that
may eventually allow for minor cosmetic work like bleaching. The dental
services will not be free, but the
prices will be very competitive with
off-campus alternatives. Many universities offer dental care as a convenient way for students to have regular
cleanings.
“It will be nice not to have to go
off campus to have dental work
done,” said second year ME major
Chris Buchanan.
A part-time psychiatrist works
in the health center now, but with
the new building will come a fulltime psychiatrist. Having a full-time
employee will allow continuity in
student treatment not possible now
because part-time psychiatrists
change yearly.
“Psychiatry right now is [available] at no charge and if we can keep
it that way, we would like to,” said
Smith. “Most likely there will be a
charge for psychiatry in the future,”
she said.
Technological additions include
a new projector, and while employees were not able to obtain a digital
x-ray machine, they were able to

By Charles Frey / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The new Student Health Center is set to open next month. The center plans
to offer new dental services and a full-time psychiatrist for the first time.
secure a new generator. Other additions include a new information system that will allow the lab, the nurses’
station and the doctor to see patient
information concurrently.
The move will occur March 3
and 4. The old building will serve
students until March 5.

“We are going to try not to have
any break in services or as little as
possible. We want to make it the
least inconvenient for students as
we can,” said Smith. During the
week of spring break, appointments
will not be scheduled, but the center will be open for emergencies.

NEWS

Technology Square
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Breaking
the Bubble
www.bubble.nique.net
A lot of things went on outside of the bubble of Georgia Tech this
week. Visit www.bubble.nique.net to find links to complete articles about the stories below and other important issues.

Osama bin Laden declares solidarity with Iraq

By Charles Frey / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Workers plan to complete the Technology Square project by the end of this summer. Once complete the
development will house the College of Management, the bookstore and a hotel and convention center.
70 percent complete at this point,”
said project manager Bill Miller.
Each individual department will
be in charge of deciding the schedule under which they will move into
the new development.
According to bookstore director
Bobby Pearson, the process of moving across the interstate should begin soon after construction is
complete.
“Right now it’s proposed to be a
phase process beginning in early to
mid-June through what is our proposed opening date of July 12,” said
Pearson.
By working in phases the bookstore hopes to provide summer students with the best service available.
“Textbooks and supplies are proposed to be the last two departments to move so that we can still
accommodate the students in summer classes,” said Pearson.
Pearson also addressed the new
programs and services that will be
available in the new bookstore space.
“We are expanding to over 43,000

square feet, which is nearly twice
the space we currently have,” said
Pearson. “We plan to expand what
we offer in both the bookstore and
the computer store.”
Plans are currently underway to
expand the number of book titles
available from 25,000 to nearly
100,00. “We are also looking at the
idea of bringing in other vendors
[for computer sells], besides Dell or
Apple, so that students and the faculty have a choice,” said Pearson.
“Obviously we will coordinate
with OIT to make sure that we aren’t
bringing anyone on board that they
are not comfortable with.”
Vice President of Auxiliary Services Rosalind Meyers also mentioned
new offerings that Technology
Square will provide.
“We are now in various stages of
negotiation with several retailers,”
said Meyers. “None have been finalized, although many are close.”
Some of the businesses currently
being considered include numerous restaurants from Italian to Asian.

In addition, the development will
also feature a day spa and hair salon.
“We also have a 65-seat cafe [in
the new bookstore] with a full service Starbucks,” said Pearson. “I’ve
been told it will be the first full
franchised Starbucks on a campus.”
For the most part, the projects
within the development will open
around the same time. “With the
bookstore opening in mid-July, we
are targeting the same date for the
other retail,” said Meyers.
“Whether we meet that date will
depend on when agreements are
signed and how long it takes the
operators to fit out the space.”
Many wonder how the bookstore moving will affect its customer base since it will no longer be in
the center of campus. However, Auxiliary Services plans to start a trolley
service from SAC to the new development. “There will be regular service during the week and weekends,”
said Meyers.
In addition, the bookstore will
expand business hours until 10 p.m.

The Arab-language TV network Al-Jazeera broadcast a new
message believed to be from al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden. The
audio message expressed solidarity with the people of Iraq and
assured them that “we are with you and we will fight in the name of
God.” The message comes amidst new warnings of possible terrorist
attacks. CIA Director George Tenet, testifying before Congress
Wednesday, said bin Laden’s message may be a signal to his followers to begin terrorist operations. President Bush’s Homeland Security Council raised the national terror alert level from yellow to
orange last Friday, indicating a “high” risk of terrorist attack.

NATO members split over defense of Turkey
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) members France,
Germany, and Belgium blocked efforts by the US to deploy AWACS
surveillance aircraft and Patriot missiles to Turkey. The US wants
the forces to defend Turkey from possible Iraqi retaliation. France,
Germany, and Belgium refused to allow the deployments, saying
that such a move would undermine peace efforts. The Iraq crisis has
already shaken long-standing institutions like the EU and the UN
Security Council, but this marks the first time the crisis has spilled
over into NATO. The 19-member NATO alliance was formed after
World War II to resist the Soviet Union in Europe.

Astronomers unveil map of the universe
Astronomers unveiled the most detailed map of the universe yet
compiled. The map confirms the theory of the Big Bang. “We have
laid the cornerstone coherent theory of the cosmos,” said astronomer Charles Bennett. The map was formed by the Wilkinson
Microwave Anisotropy Probe, a satellite that scanned the sky for
microwave variations. The results include the age, composition,
and geometry of the universe from a few seconds after the Big Bang
to the present. “I think there is no longer any credible alternative to
the Big Bang,” said Princeton astrophysicist David Spergel. The
map shows the universe to be 13.7 billion years old. It is geometrically flat and is composed of 4 percent atoms, 23 percent dark
matter, and 73 percent dark energy. The new map confirms “to a
remarkable degree of accuracy” several decades of astronomy.
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Quote of the week:
“When choosing between two evils, I
always like to try the one I've never
tried before.” —Mae West

TECHNIQUE
“The South’s Liveliest College Newspaper”
Serving Georgia Tech Since 1911

OUR VIEWS Consensus Opinion

Accessibility
Due to the pervasive construction going on around campus, many students have noticed that it is very difficult to more
from place to place. What many people may not have considered is that these difficulties have presented some insurmountable obstacles for disabled students. The administration’s response
to these students’ situation has been egregiously inadequate.
To cite one example, a disabled student reported that she
was forced to drop classes due to an inability to get to the
building. When the professors of the class and administrators
were made aware of these situations, their response was one of
excuses rather than accommodation.
If any disabled student wants to take a class in a building
that is inaccessible or that the student cannot get to, it is the
responsibility of the administration to find a way for the
student to attend the class.
The simplest way to accomplish this is to move any classes
that are held in inaccessible buildings or places. Another
solution could be not to declare buildings fully operational
until the areas around them are also fully constructed.
Regardless of the path the administration chooses, it is its
responsibility to make sure our campus is fully accessible to
disabled students. To not do so, besides being possibly illegal,
is unfair to those students who pay the same fees and tuition as
every other student. To deny them the opportunity to fully
It’s that time of year again: Valpartake of the opportunities that Tech offers is unacceptable. entine’s Day. Everyone is doing some-

By Matt Norris / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Newspapers not best advice source

SGA Bill
A proposed resolution regarding national immigration policy and its effects on Tech students was killed this week by the
Undergraduate House, a week after it passed the Graduate
Senate. While the issue may or may not be an appropriate
consideration for SGA, any bill that a representative takes the
time to write deserves full consideration, at least until such
time as UHR finds itself so overwhelmed with resolutions that
it is unable to complete its required financial functions.
The move to kill the resolution without a vote was insulting
not only to its authors but also to GSS, which obviously felt the
resolution was worthy of consideration as they passed it overwhelmingly. Even if the reps feel that this issue is outside their
purview, that sentiment is best expressed by voting down the
bill, not by postponing it indefinitely. Student Government is
always looking for ways to be of more service to the student
body; perhaps helping Tech students address national issues
that affect them is one way SGA can do this.
Consensus editorials reflect the majority opinion of the
Editorial Board of the Technique, but not necessarily the
opinions of individual editors.
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thing special for that special someone
in their lives, and everyone else is
sulking about not having a significant other. Everyone—yes, everyone—seems to have a problem,
whether it be not having someone,
having someone, not knowing if that
person likes you, if they like that
suit you have, or maybe something
more serious. Where is one to go to
solve his or her problems?
I can think of no better place to
look than cracking open your local
college newspaper and looking for
that love, or sometimes even sex,
advice column. What better place
to look for advice about something
as personal as love and relationships
than from the words of a complete
stranger?
Of course, I am kidding, but it
seems like advice columns are popping up everywhere in college newspapers. I have a feeling most of the
authors of these columns are genuinely trying to help the people that
are asking for advice. Other columns seem to serve a more lighthearted purpose: to entertain us with
a kind of parody of everything related to relationships or sex.
However, these columns don’t
seem like they really help all that
much. As far as relationship and
love advice, it seems like it would be
very hard to give such advice without even knowing the person who is
having trouble, much less not ever
having even met them.
And even if advice could be given, do you want to get advice from
someone who probably has no expertise in the area? I don’t see how
any advice that is written in a column can be that helpful.
For an example of a generally
unhelpful advice column, see my
colleague’s effort on the facing page.
Although her effort is intended more
for humor, I doubt anyone is going

“What better place to look for
advice about love and
relationships than from a
complete stranger?”
Scott Meuleners
Photo Editor

to read her column and feel enlightened about their love lives.
Not to be hypocritical, but here
is my advice. First of all, if you are
having trouble in your relationship,
the best place to go to get advice is to
consult the people you know best:
your friends and family. These people might actually know what it is
that you should do.
Talking to your special someone
is a great option also because he or
she is going to be able to help you
out the most if you are having problems with your love life. If you can’t
talk to that person about your mutual problems, how long is your relationship going to last?
All of this reminds me of the
wide variety of advice and talk shows
that are on the television and the
radio these days. While not anonymous, the situation is very similar.
Most shows are less about giving
advice and more about attracting
viewers. They are not usually the
best place to get real advice; instead,
they usually just get a good yelling
at.
I am reminded of Dr. Laura, who
hears someone’s problems and every time seems to have the answer.
Usually, however, she just ends up
chastising the people on her show
rather than really helping them out.
If it’s sex advice you want, you’re
probably not going to get much
worthwhile content out of reading
a column, especially one from a college newspaper. The people writing
the articles can’t have much experi-

ence, if any at all, with the subject.
Many have only been alive for 20
years, having just left high school a
few years back. How can they have
any meaningful advice to give on
the subject of sex?
I, for one, don’t like seeing things
as lewd as I’ve seen in some of these
“advice” columns. Techniques for
sex are just something I don’t want
to see while reading the newspaper
and is something parent’s wouldn’t
want their kids to read, either. Tips
on sex practices belong in less freely
distributed mediums.
I think that sex is something special and should be kept between
you and your significant other, not
something that should just be thrown
about like confetti. It seems like I
myself am willing to wait for that
special someone before having sex
and would prefer not to read about
it in the newspaper beforehand.
So, if you’re lucky enough to
have someone, do something special for him or her today, but if you
are having a problem, don’t write in
to your nearest advice columnist.
Your answers can probably be found
much closer to home. You may not
like the advice, but it is probably the
best solution for your problems.
Besides, if it is something serious, do you think your better half
would like to see your problems with
him or her in a newspaper article?
With these considerations taken into
account, it may be easier than you
think to talk about your problems
to people you know.
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Have a (man) crush? Here’s some advice
I realized recently that I have
something in common with an
editor of Shaft News; that is, I
also have a man crush on Tech’s
swoon-worthy basketball coach,
Paul Hewitt.
The man’s got style, flair, integrity, presence, intelligence and
the butt of a squat lifter.
Or…that’s what I read in CA’s
editorial anyway.
The man crush seems to be a
trend of late, and with it being
Valentine’s Day, and since I’ve
experienced a bit of my own man
crush, I feel the need to analyze
this new fad and try to impart
some (unsound) advice to all you
star-crossed lovers wandering
around campus.
Let’s start with the meaning
of a man crush. I would define it
as a crush from afar, in which no
physical contact has ever, or will
ever, occur. It is even better if
the most you know about the
object of your affection is their
name and any other information garnered from doing a google search.
For example, one of my friends
has a man crush on his international affairs professor. He said,
“You go to his website, you’ll see
how dreamy he is. There’s pictures of his kids; they’re just so
cute!”
This man crush seems to have
stemmed from severe intellectual admiration. My advice is to
exploit this crush in order to do

“I encourage all you Tech
guys who think you might
be nerdy to send flowers to
the girl you’re crushing on.”
Jen Schur
Focus Editor
well in class; it’s not only encouragement to go to class, but
also to go to office hours. Any
further than that, though, and I
don’t think we’ll be friends.
As for the popular Paul Hewitt
man crush, the solution is to go
to every basketball game and
drool. Maybe the Ramblin Reck
Club could start the “Paul Pack”
to go along with the basketball
Swarm, strictly dedicated to supporting Hewitt.
Next, lets consider a young
lassie who has a crush, rather
than a man crush, on the Technique news editor (who, rumor
has it, is tremendous in bed). I
would recommend that she come
to a Tuesday night meeting (held
at seven p.m. in the Technique
office, Student Services building room 137) and profess her
love in a setting that prevents
Tony’s immediate rejection. Or,
she could pronounce her feelings for him to the world in the
Sliver box (www.nique.net/sliver).

If a female engineering major had a crush on, let’s just say,
an international affairs major,
then I would recommend that
she first find the right wardrobe
to woo him. This wardrobe would
need to include slip-on shoes of
some sort (i.e. Birkenstock clogs),
a multi-colored sweater with an
appealing looking texture, and
faded jeans. It would really push
him over the edge of attraction
if you could talk to him about
regime changes and trade flows—
in a foreign language.
My next advice goes to the
girl athlete with the crush on her
computer science TA. First, what
are you thinking?! Okay, now
that I’m over that, here’s a great
pick-up line to use: “I’d really
like to collaborate with you…”
Or, if you just can’t wait until
the class is over to hit on him
(which would be the ethical thing
to do), then maybe leave him a
sweet Valentine’s message in the
collaboration statement of your
next homework.

What recourse is available for
that youthful freshman who frequents the BP on North Avenue
at strange hours? She said of the
attendant she sees, “He always
fills me up, even when it’s not
full service!” Well, sounds like
her Valentine’s plans should be
pretty easy to arrange; this is a
perfect example of the anti-man
crush.
While I’m no expert, I think
that this advice can be interpolated out to apply to almost anyone at Tech. The first thing to
do is to identify whether your
feelings are the product of a harmless man crush.
I argue that the man crush
deserves no action, except for
maybe the occasional smile and
a wave in passing (or cheering at
basketball games in order to be
closer to the dreamy Coach
Hewitt). In most other cases, I’d
say that honest communication
or sweet actions are best employed.
I encourage all Tech guys who
think you might be “nerdy” to
forget for the day the stereotype
you’ve been stuck with, and send
some flowers to the girl you’re
crushing on. Who knows what
could happen? Just don’t ask her
where her mouse and keyboard
are when you pick her up.
Today is for revealing your
feelings—though I recommend
not doing it over instant messaging.
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Bill not treated properly

Goodbye class

ATL avenues

This Friday marks another Drop
Day—the time where all of us
sit down in front of OSCAR
and decide to which one of our
classes we should say goodbye.
Dropping classes provides all of
us at the Technique with a nice
relief. In fact, we think it’s one
of the 99 things you should do
before you graduate. So drop a
class. And then go drink a beer
on us!

Last weekend saw an amazing
amount of automobiles fill Atlanta’s streets, shuttin down
streets, malls and virtually the
entire city. Technique editors trying to navigate from the many
All-Star game parties to which
we were invited were stuck in
traffic for countless hours. Next
time the ATL hosts such an event,
hopefully the mayor will seek
the advice of some Tech CEs.

Sightin’ stars at AMC

Bosh boltin’ to NBA

Salley. Harpring. Anderson.
Scott. Legends of Georgia Tech
basketball managed to find their
way back to the Thrillerdome to
watch Paul Hewitt’s youngsters
upset the eighth-ranked Maryland Terrapins. Even Stephon
Marbury managed to find his
way back to the place he once
called the “University of Georgia Tech.” Though the celebs
provided fun for the fans, the
current Jackets stole the show.

Last week the Atlanta JournalConstitution reported that Tech
basketball’s freshman phenom
Chris Bosh may be considering
a jump to the NBA after only
one season wearing the white
and gold. While we know Bosh
can succeed on the next level, we
also know he can be a legend on
this one. We at the ‘Nique have
never been too good to beg, so
here goes. Chris, please stay.
Please. Pretty please.

“First they came for the Communists and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Communist. Then
they came for the Jews, and I didn’t
speak up because I wasn’t a
Jew…Then they came for the Catholics and I didn’t speak up because
I was a Protestant. Then they came
for me, but by that time, no one
was left to speak up.”
—Pastor Martin Niemoeller,
Nazi Germany
Scores of immigrants are being required to register with the
federal government because the
Immigration Naturalization Service (INS) has passed a decree,
requiring specific international
visitors to go through “special
registration.”
Among the scores of immigrants, Georgia Tech students
are greatly affected by new rules
designed to fight terrorism. At
Tech, students from 15 different countries are being affected
by the new INS policies. The
eventual goal is that most for-

eign students will be catalogued
and tracked by 2005.
Yasser Bhatti and Eman Kirbah have proposed a resolution
in SGA, expressing concern over
the required special registration
of immigrants and how it will
adversely affect Georgia Tech
economically and socially. The
Graduate Student Senate passed
this resolution unanimously, with
only two abstentions.
However, after I saw the politics behind mere discussion of
the bill in the Undergraduate
House of Representatives, I was
reminded of the quote above by
Pastor Martin Niemoeller. The
expressions on the faces and comments of some representatives,
along with downright, dirty politics, made it clear that people
feel that “they came for the [Muslims], and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a [Muslim].” For
weeks, the master(s) of Robert’s
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BUZZ
Around the Campus
What do you get in
your GT mailbox?

Itai Eden
EE Junior

“An apology for a nine-month
late package.”

Nathan Graybeal
AE Junior

“I got something about the Sex
Olympics.”

Shoy Allison
TXTM Junior

“An invitation to participate
in Hare Krishna activities.”

See Bill, page 10
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Press releases and requests for coverage
may be made to the editor-in-chief or to individual section editors. For more information,
visit http://nique.net/stuorgguide.pdf.

Justin Gray
AE Freshman

“A flyer entitled ‘Jesus told me
to come to Atlanta and find a
bed.’”
Photos by Andrew Saulters
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OPINIONS

Writing skills essential to success; Tech must do more
When I saw the new plans for
the Undergraduate Learning Center (ULC), I admit I was quite impressed. President Clough has done
a remarkable job of promoting undergraduate academics, from research
opportunities to plans for the new
ULC.
However, one area still remains
untouched, and to truly improve
Tech’s undergraduate experience,
it needs to be addressed. The undergraduate experience at this university fails to recognize the
importance of writing and communication to students in all disciplines.
This shortfall must be remedied before Tech can move into the top tier
of American universities—in short,
Tech needs a Writing Center, and it
needs one fast.
I’ve been surprised in recent terms
to find more and more engineering
students in my international affairs
classes. This semester, a mechanical
engineer is taking an advanced level
INTA class so that he can improve
his writing and communication skills.
Most engineers I know run away
from writing papers. Kudos to those
who are trying to fix this hole in
their Tech education.
For the engineers who think learning to write is nonsense, I hope that
you’re not planning on getting a
fantastic job anytime soon. Writing
isn’t just about final essays. Effective reports, cover letters, and subtly persuasive emails will be the tools
that get you through the real world.
Just ask my dad—he’s a mechanical engineer who has to write bid

proposals and business letters every
day, though he rarely solves equations at work.
I’ve heard INTA professors refer
to the writing at Tech in terms such
as “pathetic.” Even more disappointing than the general de-emphasis

out advice and counsel from their
professors on their writing abilities.
Without some efforts from us students, we will never improve.
Through the Undergraduate
Learning Center, Tech has an awesome opportunity to solve this prob-

“The Undergraduate Learning
Center needs to include a Writing
Center on the scale of other major
universities. ”
Jennifer Hinkle
Technique columnist
on writing is that students who want
to write can’t find classes to challenge their skills.
In high school, I constantly struggled to write better, and I often lost
out to my classmates. At Tech, my
classmates ask me to proofread their
papers, and I write a column for the
Technique.
Only two or three professors here
have ever challenged my writing skills.
I feel as if my writing abilities hit a
plateau when I came to Tech and
have only regressed since then, while
my peers at other universities have
been constantly challenged and consistently improving.
Even within the Ivan Allen College, true challenges to one’s writing ability are hard to find. Many
Tech students, including Ivan Allen
majors, could stand to take more
writing-intensive classes. Besides a
Writing Center, students should seek

lem once and for all. Writing might
not be popular at Tech, but it is
absolutely crucial. The Undergraduate Learning Center needs to include a Writing Center on the scale
of other major universities. (“You
don’t have a Writing Center?” asked
my sister, a freshman Penn Stater.)
Tech regularly provides math and
science tutors—why not writing
coaches? Tech must make room for
a Writing Center in the new ULC.
We should hire a competent director who has taught undergraduate writing at a major university and
possesses exemplary teaching and
administrative skills.
Most importantly, we need to
find graduate students from any discipline whose teaching assistantships
can come in the form of helping
fledgling engineers, scientists, international affairs students and the
rest learn how to communicate.

The proposed Writing Center
needs to be available to all, and those
who staff it need to be proficient in
teaching writing from the bare basics to an advanced and challenging
level. They need to be more than
proofreaders—they should be writing coaches who instruct in grammar, construction and style on a
one-on-one basis.
While we can’t buy every frosh a
copy of Strunk & White and make it
required reading, we can surely stock
a mini-library of writing resources
and find people to help our students use them.
Is Tech out to produce good engineers or great engineers? If the answer is the latter, we need to be
graduating people who can communicate as well as compute. This
path starts with a campus-wide awareness of the importance of writing.
The effort can come from professors and students, but without
permanent structures for helping students improve their writing skills, it
can’t get very far.
Give us a Writing Center with a
competent staff and wealth of resources, and we will reap the rewards.
Help Tech students move to the
foreground among their peers—help
them publish more and earlier, help
them communicate effectively, and
help them find their own distinct
voices.
The result will be a well-prepared,
well-educated and well-rounded
Tech student body in all of the best
ways.

Bill

from page 8

Rules, trapped the proposal through
parliamentary procedure (and “secret” messages).
While it may be easy to overlook
minorities, the fact remains that in
the long-run these INS policies will
affect the diversity and different viewpoints that make Tech a world-class
school. According to some reports,
schools have already reported an eight
percent drop in foreign-student-enrollment since Fall 2001. These
trends show that we need to encourage immigrants to come to
Tech—not make it more inhospitable.
These are law-abiding people that
have to submit to everything from
rigorous interrogation to strip searches in cold, crowded rooms. Immigrants who are students have been
detained and imprisoned for taking
11 hours of class instead of 12 hours.
Was this what Emma Lazarus envisioned of America when she proclaimed, “Give me your tired, your
poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free…?”
These actions bring shame to the
symbol of the statue of liberty and
the fundamental values of democracy. Through this short letter, I
strongly urge all my fellow representatives to reconsider the facts and
to allow this proposal to be considered. Furthermore I urge all students to persuade your
representatives, through email, to
consider the proposal.
Srikanta Banerjee
gte686n@prism.gatech.edu
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50 years of women at Tech

Did b-ball earn a road win?

In this installment of our series highlighting the 50 years
of women at Tech, Joshua Cuneo explores the many
Tech women in sororities, and what impacts that
involvement has had on the Institute. Page 15

After their impressive and unexpected win
against Maryland on Sunday, how did the
Jackets fare against NC State’s Wolfpack? Check
out sports for a full review. Page 36

Legislative internships offer unique opportunities
By Kimberly Rieck
Senior Staff Writer
While most Georgia Tech students are staying in the classroom
this semester, a group of students
has seized an opportunity to help
shape Georgia’s future. Six undergraduate students from the Ivan Allen
College are participating in the Georgia Legislative Intern program for
the Georgia Legislature’s current session.
Each year, thirty undergraduate
students from across the state are
selected for the competitive program
where undergrad students intern fulltime for the annual session of the
General Assembly. According to John
Havick, professor in Georgia Tech’s
School of Public Policy, each school
is allotted a certain number of students to participate in the program—
Georgia Tech has six spots. However,
Havick said the number can vary
from year to year. Havick first started running the program for Tech in
1980; he then took a break in 1986.
This year marks his first year back
running the program. Even when
he wasn’t here, though, Havick said
Georgia Tech has been actively involved with the program since its
inception over 30 years ago.
The students selected for the
winter 2003 term are Brian Knight,
Brian McAlhaney, Alan Bakowski, Laura Wilson, Richard Gardner and Amanda Rodman.

Knight is working in the Senate
in the office of the administration
floor leaders and the Committee on
Redistricting. “I’ve had an interest
in politics for a while now and when
this internship was announced, I
thought it would be a good chance
to get some first hand experience in
how things really work,” said Knight.
Knight is the only intern from Tech
serving in the Senate.
McAlhaney is working in the
House, interning for Rep. Richard
Royal in the Ways and Means Committee office. The Ways and Means
committee deals with all taxes and
tax laws. McAlhaney actually received
a B.S.E. in Chemical Engineering
from Georgia Tech before deciding
to re-enroll as a re-admission student to the School of Public Policy.
In the House, he’s a part of a small
minority of Georgia Tech graduates; only two representatives
are Georgia Tech alumni.
McAlhaney said
the
issues

that he currently works with most
closely are the sales tax holidays and
the proposed increased taxes on cigarettes, both of which frequently
appear in the news.
Rodman is working in the office of Speaker Pro Tempore
DuBose Porter. Rodman wanted to become an intern to
“meet fascinating people and
maybe do a little networking while at the Capitol.”
Working in the speaker’s office has provided
her with many opportunities—from meeting
representatives, senators and lobbyists to
going to committee
meetings and receptions. “It has been
a great expe-

Privacy or proximity dominate dorms?
By Jennifer Lee
Staff Writer
For most college students, having at least one roommate is a
way of life.
However, this may be changing: the New York Times recently reported that more and more
college students are requesting
housing that offers more privacy. As a result, colleges are responding by building new dorms
or renovating existing ones to
create more single-person rooms.
However, this trend doesn’t
include Georgia Tech.
“There was a time where we

considered turning Towers [a traditional-style Freshman Experience
dorm] into suites,” said Bob Morton, Assistant Director for the Freshman Experience Program. “But at
Georgia Tech, we have such a shortage of housing, that to do this didn’t
make any sense, because we’d just
be displacing more students.”
But how much of the statistics
are hype and how much is true?
Dan Morrison, Associate Director
for Residence Life, said in response
to the article, “I wasn’t surprised to
see it. It was interesting to see the
New York Times cover it, but we’ve
actually been noting this for several
years.”

Morrison, and others who
have worked with housing for a
long time, say that the trend may
be due to other factors besides
privacy.
For example, one reason that
some schools are adding more
singles might be as a way to entice students to live on campus.
However, said Morrison, because
of the nature of Tech life, an
overwhelming number of students apply to live on campus:
“Students live on campus because of the proximity, the convenience, the ethernet
See Roomies, page 19

By Chris Raabe / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

These roommates appear to be getting along swimmingly; when a roommate relationship goes awry,
though, would students would rather just live in a single instead of dealing with possible troubles?

rience thus far and a wonderful opportunity to see how politics, at least
on the state level, really work,” said
Rodman.
Bakowski is assigned to the office of Gerald Greene in the State
Institutions and Property Committee. “As a public policy major, the
legislative process is one that’s of
interest to me,” said Bakowski.
The State Institutions and Property Committee deals with institutions such as the Department
of Corrections. According
to Bakowski, one of the best
parts about his job is meeting interesting people and
seeing how the legislature
works

behind the scenes.
In the Transportation and Motor Vehicles committee, Wilson interns for Rep. Ralph Twiggs. Wilson
is the only HTS major in the current group of interns; the other students are all Public Policy students.
Wilson became interested in interning after she took one of Havick’s
political science courses. Wilson’s
committee has been busy dealing
with the new driving laws currently
proposed in the General Assembly.
Gardner helps Rep. Robert Ray
in the Agriculture and Consumer
Affairs Committee. Gardner’s committee deals with many important
issues related to Georgia’s econoSee Intern, page 15

Disabled face increased
construction roadblocks
By Christine Rutz
Contributing Writer
In the past six months, every student’s walk to class has been impacted by the numerous construction
projects on campus. The areas surrounding the new ES&T building
and College of Computing are continuously changing; new fences and
barriers seem to appear overnight.
For many students, the barriers
simply are a nuisance that occasionally makes them late for class. However, for some students, the
construction poses a much more
complicated and serious problem.
Students with disabilities often find
that their preset routes to class have
been eliminated or made much longer
and inconvenient.
Dawn Alford, a senior in Chemical Engineering, is one such student. Since she began at Tech, Alford
has used a wheelchair to get around
campus. She has found that the construction on campus has made it
extremely difficult and “very frustrating” as far as her trek to class
goes.
She explained that, “the difference between my ability to get around
and the able-bodied student is…for
able-bodied students [the construction] is an inconvenience, but for
students with mobility problems it
makes it impossible to get around.”
Alford elaborated, “I don’t have
the luxury of being able to cut through
grass or go up any steps.” Instead,

Alford has to find wheelchair accessible sidewalks, curbcuts, and ramps,
which has proven to be quite difficult with the constant re-routing of
streets.
She said that one of the major
problems is that she doesn’t know
in advance which sidewalks will be
blocked off. Alford explained that if
she knows in advance, she can plan
an alternate way to get to class, but
so far that hasn’t happened yet.
She had one exceptionally unfortunate experience at the beginning of the semester.
As of spring semester 2003, all of
the ChemE classes and labs have
been moved to the new ES&T building (from Bunger-Henry). Therefore, when she arrived to the ES&T
building for the first day of class,
she was astounded to discover that
there was no way for her to enter the
building!
Alford consulted the project manager for the ES&T area, who informed her that the building would
comply with ADA (Americans with
Disabilities Act) guidelines when all
the construction was complete. The
wheelchair accessible entrances were
blocked due to more construction
in the surrounding areas. When she
inquired as to why the building had
been opened for class if students
using wheelchairs could not get to
classes in the building, the management told her that in their opinion
See Construction, page 16
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tee.
Bakowski said one part of his job
is to answer the letters and quesmy.
Typically, interns work from eight tions of his representative’s, Rep.
to five each day. Havick said it is a Gerald Greene in the State Instituchallenging position with mixed ben- tions and Property Committee, conefits. The interns receive $200 a stituents. In the Speaker Pro Tem,
week but not a full semester’s worth Dubose Porter’s office, Rodman
of credit for the internship—only helps keep track of Porter’s schedsix to nine credit hours. While it is ule and official commitments while
possible for interns to pick up more keeping him informed of the latest
credit hours for those trying to grad- state, local and world news. The
uate early, it is difficult because the duties of an intern can vary on a
interns are working full time. Georgia day-to-day basis depending on how
State offers courses aimed towards busy the office is. “Some days I
don’t do very
fitting around a
much, but some
legislative indays I don’t ever
tern’s program.
stop,”
said
In addition,
“The legislative
Knight.
Havick teaches
The internship
nighttime special
process is one that’s
program helps
topics Public
of interest to me”
students prepare
Policy classes
for future careers
that the interns
Alan Bakowski
in law, politics
have the option
2nd year PubP major
and government
of taking. Havservice. Knight,
ick said it is exMcAlhaney and
tremely difficult
for interns to maintain outside ac- Rodman are leaning towards careers
tivities such as roles in campus orga- in law. Havick said the internship is
nizations while fulfilling their a great way to build up a resume,
internship and class requirements. obtain references from top legal proFor the program, students have to fessionals in the state for graduate
complete a journal and a research and law school and provide you with
contacts in the Georgia Legislature.
paper detailing their experience.
The program is open to students
Most interns are assigned to a
standing committee in either the of any major. However, Havick recHouse or Senate, while a few are ommends that students take at least
placed in legislative staff offices. An one course in American government
interns’ responsibilities include re- and have an interest in politics.
Georgia Tech’s selection process
searching bills or issues before the
General Assembly, working with a for the program begins in the fall.
legislative committee, monitoring
the progress of legislation and other For more information, contact
duties as assigned by the commit- john.havick@pubpolicy.gatech.edu

Intern
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Sororities enrich lives, provide support
By Joshua Cuneo
Staff Writer
When women first enrolled at
Tech in the early 1950s, one of the
first things they did was establish a
sorority.
Eleven of Tech’s women established the Tau Sigma sorority in
1953 with the assistance of Ms. Van
Leer, the wife of the then-President
of Georgia Tech. It provided the
resources to help Tech women become active with campus events and
seek academic help. Through it,
Tech women quickly established
several annual social functions of
their own and participated in campus activities such as the Campus
Chest and the World Students Funds.
Women were encouraged to take
leadership positions, and one woman made an attempt to become the
first woman in history elected to the
Georgia Tech Student Council.
More importantly, Tau Sigma provided a forum through which the
Tech women could socialize with
one another without the pressures
of their disapproving male classmates
and faculty, a function that sororities continued to serve over the next
fifty years.
“…We had women in the sorority who had graduated from Georgia Tech,” recalled Nancy Jan Davis,

a 1975 graduate. “Shirley Mewborn was one of our advisors, and
she was one of the first women graduates, so she mentored us, she helped
us through the tough times and she
was a role model in that we could
see that we [thought that] we had it
tough…That provided the nurturing, I think.”
The local sorority soon became a
chapter of the national Alpha Xi
Delta sorority. The sorority was so
popular among the women that most
of Tech’s female students throughout the mid-1950s were members.
The benefits that sororities provided to Tech’s first women still
remain the constant attraction of
sorority life for women today. Of
particular significance is the attraction of a close-knit social/support
group that it offers to entering students. “Honestly, I wouldn’t know
very many girls, especially upperclass girls, if it wasn’t for pledging a
sorority,” said Karen Donaldson, a
first year International Affairs major and Purchasing Coordinator for
Alpha Gamma Delta. Friendships
often form particularly quickly due
to a sharing of interests.
“Sororities provide you with a
quick sense of comfortableness,” said
Colleen Baum, a third-year Industrial Engineering Major and President of Chi Omega Tau. “You [are]

around girls that are similar to you
and share common goals and values.”
Furthermore, sorority life still
helps women escape the complications of being in a male-dominated
university. “During my freshman
year, I found it hard to form a circle
of good girl friends because there
are mostly guys in your classes,” Baum
recalled. “Being in classes with all
men can sometimes be intimidating. As part of a sorority, you can
usually find at least one other person that you know to go to class
with and study with.”
Donaldson also recalled coming
into Tech with concerns about “the
ratio,” but “Tech is also a large research institute. It’s easy to come
out from high school and fall through
the cracks here. I think that’s why
so many students here are unhappy.”
Sororities have helped women
ease this burden caused by the transition into Tech, providing it’s members with the experience of
upperclassmen, academic support
for their classes (including TAs in
most of the popular majors), community service options and connections after graduation. “Joining a
sorority is not the only way, but it is
See Women, page 17
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By Charles Frey / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The proliferation of construction projects around campus has resulted in
increased difficulty of mobility for disabled students.
the building was ready enough for
classes to be held there.
After that incident Alford met
with several higher-ups in Georgia
Tech’s administration to discuss the

problem. She said that she believes
that a focus group or perhaps SGA
action could help solve the problem
for good by establishing firm lines
of communication between the con-

struction managers and the ADAPTS ordinator for Disability Services, said
(Access Disabled Assistance Program that all construction must meet the
for Tech Students) program.
minimum ADA requirements, but
Improved communication be- that the blocked roads “create hardtween the construction project man- ships for students with disabilities.”
agers and GT disability services will
If a disabled student encounters
continue to raise awareness for the a problem in getting to class, he or
needs of students
she contacts
with disabilities.
Hunter, who
Alford was
helps by step“For students with
quick to explain
ping in to speak
that there are cerwith the student
mobility problems
tainly different
and the admin[construction] makes it istration to recconcerns for different types of
tify
the
impossible to get
disabilities, notsituation. When
around.”
ing that, for exAlford had her
ample, someone
unfortunate exDawn Alford
who walks with
perience with
ChE
crutches, a shortthe
ES&T
er route is obvibuilding, Huntously
the
er helped by parsolution. She believed that a focus ticipating in meetings with Alford,
group consisting of students with a GT Facilities and the construction
variety of disabilities would be very managers.
effective in making construction
Alford ended up rearranging her
routing decisions.
class schedule such that she would
Tameeka Hunter, Program Co- not have any courses in the ES&T

building because of her inability to
access the building. Although her
professors assured her no direct penalties, she felt that the missed classes
were too much to make up, and she
enrolled in courses located in more
accessible buildings. She hoped that
the issue with the ES&T building
has been handled appropriately and
that “what happened to me does
not happen to another student.”
Alford said that she simply wants
to raise awareness about how students with disabilities deal with
changes in campus terrain in hopes
that this will improve the way construction decisions are handled in
the future for students with disabilities.
Campus construction and the
blocked sidewalks have affected all
of us, but particularly those students
who already have some difficulty in
getting to class. Students with disabilities will hopefully see many improvements in the way that these
road closings are conducted and communicated.
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Ahhh, I hate that Bob Barker.
The price is wrong, bitch
Why is there an increase in fees?
Why doesn’t this cheap school
hire more parking dudes to give
us more tickets...woops, I think I
just spilled the beans on Tech
secret project X-12
MSN sucks so much
Hoover it is
Red Bull gives me gas
“We each be identified in a more
secure method...” There are two
main errors so far with this quote.
Can anyone list them?
The correct answers are...oh, I
give up. Copy editors, please use
a blunt object to whack each other with.
1770 = worst class ever. Professors are great, TA’s are asshats,
and 4X more work than you have
time to do in 3 hours
heaven must be missing an angel. it’s you, babe.
Well, Well, Well, it seems that
the 1770 TA's have gotten gayer.
Less than half the people in 1770
got their drawings “critiqued” because the TA’s spent too much
time telling people how their drawing
Warm for one day....so cold again
b average and a girlfriend, all i
ask dammit
...ok a reasonably hot girlfriend
:D
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You have to much personality to
be an engineer.
No matter how hard I try to
resist...that boy is fine...he just
can't help it
“I like you...we are talking serious likage here”—Hallmark Valentine's Day card
Republican's aren't the type you
take home to mama.
once again, if you have a cold,
don't come to class
when is Tech building a new dorm
building?
I hope we never host the NBA
all-star game again.
there are no coincidences in life
ANAK website: “membership is
considered the highest honor a
student can achieve at Georgia
Tech.” Only by the members.
please win on the road
to Maryland’s #22: pick a name
happy VD, i mean V Day...
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Women

from page 15

a great way to meet people and to be
exposed to activities and opportunities you wouldn’t have otherwise
found,” said Donaldson. “Alpha
Gam[ma Delta] helped me overcome a lot of the problems I faced
my first semester here, and I really
feel like it has opened up a lot of
things to me both this semester and
in the years to come here.”
Such opportunities also include leadership positions. A
number of women at Tech who
assume leadership positions are
also sorority members, and women who are eager to do more
with their sorority may have several opportunities to assume a
variety of positions within the
Greek system.
Baum, for instance, a founding member of Chi Omega Tau
in spring 2001, wanted to make
a bigger difference and took over
as president of her sorority last
month. “The benefits are that I get
a huge opportunity to contribute to
my sorority,” she said. “I have the
opportunity to improve things that
need work and work with my sisters
to make our organization into what
we want it to be. I also have the
opportunity to work with other campus leaders through Panhellenic and
come up with ways to improve the
overall Greek system for women at
Tech.”
Donaldson had similar motivations for becoming the Purchasing
Coordinator. “It was a way for me
to become more involved, and that
has helped me by giving me more
input in various aspects of the decision-making within the organization, as well as getting to know some
of the older sisters and obtaining
some experience with finance as well.”
She hopes to remain actively involved and has her eye set on Vice
President-Finance for the next term.
Yet the entire Greek system at
Tech is probably most famous for

its social functions. The aforementioned annual events such as Homecoming and Greek Week are the
most well known, but each sorority
sponsors a number of other, smaller
activities throughout the year, giving members of the sorority an opportunity to congregate and socialize
among themselves as well as among
members of the other fraternities
and sororities on campus.
At Chi Omega Tau, for instance,
Baum was able to list sisterhood

retreats and
bonding
activities,
d a t e
nights,
formals,
dinners,
crush parties, weekly business
meetings, a
variety of philanthropic activities and
study hall. “Date nights are times
when each sister gets a date and we
all do something together: dinner,
movie, something like that,” she explained. “For crush [parties], we
rent out a place, and then each sister
invites up to five guys to come and
hang out. It’s all anonymous, so
you can invite guys that you have a
crush on.”
During the 1960s, there was a
lull in student enrollment that stalled
the advancement of women on campus, and a second sorority—Alpha
Gamma Delta—wasn’t established
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at Tech until 1973. As the number
and diversity of women on campus
increased during the 1970s and beyond, however, more sororities—
some local, some chapters of national
organizations—were and continue to be
launched

service projects and campus programs and they coordinate with the
Interfraternity Council regarding annual Greek-wide activities such as
Homecoming, Greek Week and
Greek Retreat.
The Panhellenic Council also offers
other
benefits to sorority
wom-

at a fairly
steady rate,
including
the most recently added
local sorority Chi Omega Tau two
years ago.
There are now eleven sororities
at Tech, and eight of them are members of the Panhellenic Council, a
board composed of the presidents
and other officers of the individual
sororities to oversee and coordinate
their activities on campus.
The Panhellenic Council sponsors sorority rush and a number of

en. This level of
coordination, for
instance, provides
the sorority system
with the resources
to address important women’s issues both within the Georgia Tech
community and across the United
States as a whole. “Sororities really
focus on addressing women’s issues,
similar to those that [the Women’s
Leadership Conference] and Women’s
Awareness
Month
address…things like cancer awareness, safety issues, succeeding in the
business world…problems that we

have to deal with as women,” said
Baum.
Sororities often work to call attention to these issues by inviting
speakers from the Health and Counseling Centers as well as from sources outside Georgia Tech to talk to
their members. Furthermore, “sororities themselves…provide a support system for girls that are going
through problems. Usually, there is
at least one person within your
sorority that has gone
through similar problems
and they are there to help
you. All of your other
sisters are also there to
offer support,” said
Baum.
The other three
sororities are members
of the National Pan
Hellenic Council, an
organization established in 1930 that consists of both
African-American fraternities and
sororities. Originally established to
encourage African American participation in
Greek life in an era when
blatant racism might have
scared it away, the National Pan Hellenic fraternities and sororities at
Tech uphold the same ideals and events as those under the Panhellenic
Council.
This kind of growth in sorority life reflects the rise in
female student enrollment at Tech
and the diversity that it brings to
the Institute. The nature and consistency in the benefits of sorority
life over the past fifty years are indications that Greek life works for
women and has been a major factor
in their success at Tech.
The president of Pan Hellenic Council, a sister of Zeta Tau Alpha and a
sister of Phi Mu were all asked to
contribute to this article; all of them
declined to speak due to time restraints
and personal reasons.
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FOCUS

Tech
Up
Close
email: focus@technique.gatech.edu
Winner of the Tech Up Close contest receives a
Technique T-shirt and a coupon for a free student
combo at Li’l Dino’s.
Last week’s Tech Up Close:
Worm gears on the MARC building.

Last week’s winner:
Jon Swarner

By Brian Oxford / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

FOCUS

Roomies

1991, we used to look at the GPAs
of students that lived in all residence halls,” said Morton. “One of
connection, etc. So we don’t need the things we noticed was in Wooto induce people; we’re at a point druff and Harris, which are both
where we’re actually turning people suites, freshman coming in that requested [these nicer dorms], did
away.”
Another reason may be due to considerably worse than freshman
societal and demographic changes. in a traditional dorm. We theorized
“These days, students are coming that the reason for this is because
from environments where they’ve when you go into a room and shut
come from smaller families, larger the door, you’re isolated, and unhomes, more stuff, less people,” said fortunately being isolated, it’s a litMorrison. “We always joke that the tle bit harder to find help.”
On the other hand, Chris Kelly,
rooms haven’t changed in size, but
every year the SUV that people come a Peer Leader in Caldwell, said, “I
have noticed the negative effects of
to campus in gets bigger.”
That’s the case for Jennifer living in a traditional dorm in that I
Haggenmaker, a second-year Bio- hang out all the time and spend less
medical Engineering major. Al- time on my studies than I should.”
though she is originally from Georgia, He hopes to be in an apartment
her family recently moved, and there- next year, and said, “It will be nice
fore Haggenmaker keeps most of to settle down a bit and lose some of
her belongings in her room at school. the craziness.”
However, most students agree
Although she did have a room and
bathroom to herself at home, she that the sense of community develsaid that if she had been given the oped in traditional style dorms outoption of living in a single her fresh- weighs the occasional distractions.
Kelly said of his
man year, she
past two years in
p r o b a b l y
an FE dorm,
wouldn’t have
“The commutaken it.
nity spirit is
“I would have
“We try never to put
it’s been
been lonely as
freshmen in a room by agreat…
lot of fun behell,” she said.
ing around lots
Many stuthemselves...[but] the
of people.”
dents agree that
older you get, the
Qing
freshman year is
Xu, an Electria different case
more you have a
cal Engineering
from other years.
need for privacy.”
sophomore,
Those that work
lived in Caldin the DepartBob Morton
well his freshment of Housing
Assistant Director for the
man year, but
seem to agree:
Freshman Experience Program
was relocated to
“We try never to
a suite in Wooput freshmen in
druff his second
a room by themselves,” said Morton. Although there semester when Caldwell closed for
are a few singles scattered through- construction. “I liked being in Caldout the FE dorms, most are occu- well because of the proximity of the
pied by residence hall staff or reserved people in the hall. You could pass
for students with special conditions. by and say hi, and just chill. WooMore privacy—at least during druff wasn’t as fun: the doors were
one’s first year—may even be detri- always closed,” said Xu. This year
mental. “When I first came here in he lives in Hefner, a traditional dorm.
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By Chris Raabe / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Some roommate relationships can be rocky, and filled with angst. Looking beyond the occassional personality
clash, most freshman say they are happy to live with a roommate during their first year at Tech.
“I like Hefner, too, because it’s almost like an FE dorm, with the
open door policy.”
Xu, who is good friends with his
roommate, said that he wouldn’t
mind not having a single for the rest
of his four years at Tech.
However, that isn’t always the
case. A difficult roommate may
intensify the need for privacy.
“Living with a roommate is a
little difficult,” said Meredith Zaring, a freshman Mechanical Engineering major living in Cloudman
hall. She said that she would have
preferred a single “so that I don’t
have to get ready in the dark when
my roommate is asleep, or work late
to lamp-light, or ask if watching TV
will bother her, or get out of the
shower and come into a room with
another person.”
Zaring also pointed out, “I think
people would make even more of an
effort to meet others who live around
them if they had a single room.”
Kayla Berry, a second year Management major who lived in Mon-

tag the first semester of her freshman year, moved to East Campus
second semester because of roommate problems.
Berry said that currently, she
would prefer a single. “When you
get older, life gets more crazy, and
my roommate and I have such different schedules,” she said. However, despite her experience first
semester, she wouldn’t have wanted to be in a single then. “As a
freshman, I want to meet new people,” she said.
According to Bob Morton, it’s
difficult to tell whether bad roommates are contributing to the overall trend. “It’s like a roll of the dice,”
said Morton. “You never know—
some years it’s great, some years it’s
really bad, in terms of roommate
relationships.”
Perry Entwistle, a third-year EE,
wouldn’t have wanted a single his
first year: “I came to Tech not knowing anyone, so I was really hoping to
meet some people.” However, now
in his second year living in the ULC,

Entwistle does prefer living in a nontraditional dorm: “The ULC was a
lot better than Fitten was. I moved
in with some good friends, and we
were lucky enough to be across the
hall from some other friends and
some cool people we ended up getting to know well.”
Morrison noted, “Your life in
the residence hall can be great even
if you don’t feel like the facility meets
your needs. Most students know
what they’re getting into [in terms
of facilities] when they come here.”
He acknowledged, “Most people
would like a single room. The question is whether they need it.”
Bob Morton concluded, “The
older you get, the more you have a
need for privacy. It’s the same as
being at home: students coming in
live in a traditional space and then
work their way to privacy—the apartments and suites—the older the student gets.”
To read the Times article, go to
www.nytimes.com
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Songs you never heard

Tech’s newest players

Sick of the same old music? Check out
Chris Webb’s review of the great
albums that you have been missing.
Page 22

Last week Tech signed 20 high school
prospects to play football for the
Yellow Jackets next season. Check out
our newest stars. Page 29

The Limousine Ride offers an original, amusing trip
The creators of the record-breaking “Peachtree Battle” have another success on their hands with their newest play
By Joey Katzen
Staff Writer

ton (Tracy Lovitz) preposterously
find themselves riding in the back
of the same limousine for a presiJohn Gibson and Anthony Morris dential parade. This pretext is used
have done it again. As with their as an excuse for invoking a series of
smash Atlanta hit Peachtree Battle, flashbacks to the 1950s onward inthey have opened another extend- volving their husbands and a slew of
ed-run play with apparent multi- other, more fictional characters.
While three of the Ladies act as
month staying power in a new theater,
the Ansley Park Playhouse. Located impressive caricatures of their origin upper midtown on the first floor inals (notably Kraiger in her touchof the Peachtree Pointe office build- ing and convincing role as Mrs.
Carter), Barbara
ing, the theater
Bush is instead
bills itself as “Atlanta’s Uptown
written surrealistically as an exTheatre,” perIn a story-telling
haps as a contrast
CIA member
fashion, the play
to their other
secretly pulling
venue, noted as
the strings of evjumps back to
“Atlanta’s Urban
ery administramomentous times in
Theatre.”
tion
from
While waitthe women’s lives with Johnson foring for the show
ward.
their President-to-be
to begin, I found
Toting a gun
myself listening
she calls “Baby”
husbands.
to fragments of
and accompaconversations
nied by a maliaround me, and
c i o u s ,
I realized that many of the patrons un-Barbara laugh, it took us a good
of this performance of The Limou- part of the first scene to even recogsine Ride are former audience mem- nize that this woman was playing
bers of Gibson and Morris’ other Barbara Bush.
current play. It seems they’ve creatThe first act of the play centers
ed a cult following in their two years on the lives of Bush, Clinton and
Reagan, peppered with insulting oneas Atlanta’s noted playwrights.
In this comedy, a play that actu- liner zings by the other First Ladies
ally tried a short run in New York (Mrs. Reagan’s “Elect Hillary . . .
several years ago, Barbara Bush (Terri fight terror with terror.”) In between
Measel Adams), Nancy Reagan these scenes, in a story-telling fash(Laura Griffin), Rosalynn Carter ion, the play jumps back to mo(Shannon Kraiger) and Hillary Clin- mentous times in the women’s lives

Photo by Ansley Park Playhouse

George W. Bush and family in “The Limousine Ride.” Left to right, Barbara Bush (Terri Measel Adams), Laura Bush
(Traci Redmond), George W. Bush (Chris Pierce), and the Bush twins (Laura Leigh Walsh and Nicole Corvette).

with their President-to-be husbands.
We see Mrs. Reagan developing
spunk as she’s walked over by Ronnie’s ex, actress Jane Wyman; Mrs.
Clinton as a 1960s hippie starting a
loveless relationship with Billy under the unaccepting eye of his mother;
and Barbara Bush sent on a political

mission by J. Edgar Hoover, this
time a blatant homosexual.
Act II takes an abrupt turn into
morality, suddenly occupying itself
with tender moments and questions
of personal integrity, led by Georgia’s own Rosalynn Carter. Unlike
the first part of the play whose plot

seems to aim nowhere while it shoots
jokes at the audience, the latter part
suddenly takes on a less joke-filled
depth we didn’t expect as it tries to
pick up the pieces and make poignant the character’s lives.
See Ride, page 23

Spaghetti Factory features cheap eats, pleasant atmosphere
By Vivian Vakili, Meg Monaco
and Brandi Flanagan
Contributing Writers
Name: The Old Spaghetti Factory
Address: 249 Ponce De Leon Ave.
Atlanta, GA 30308
Phone: (404) 872-2841
Cuisine: Italian
Price: $-$$
Rating: ttt
Rather than presenting our opinions with a traditional restaurant
review, we decided to review this
restaurant with three perspectives:
those of a meat eater, a vegetarian,
and a diner who will eat anything.

By Kevin Shattuck / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

The Old Spaghetti Factory offers an original and interesting atmosphere,
with a train car and brass beds serving as dining tables for customers.

Carnivore - Vivian’s Review
The Old Spaghetti Factory seems
to be quite the place to be. I had
heard about it from a number of my
friends and decided to check it out
myself.
Being Tech students, we have
come to appreciate pasta, and if that
pasta is going to come in anything
other than Ramen noodle form, we
almost cannot contain ourselves. This
lack of self-containment is perhaps
one of the reasons why so many are
drawn to the Old Spaghetti Factory.
The atmosphere is probably the
best aspect of the restaurant. Situated in an old warehouse, it has very
high ceilings and appears very large.

There is a lovely little area with antique furniture for those that are
waiting to be seated, and the actual
seating areas are private enough.
I also noticed almost immediately that the restaurant was very
well-lit. This makes me think the
designers not only had sense, but
were unafraid of their customers recognizing what they are eating. I personally enjoyed being able to see my
food.
The food itself was average. I
ordered the Meat Lover’s plate, which
consisted of spaghetti, meat balls,
and sausage. As for the pricing, it
was very reasonable.
I cannot help but take a quick
moment to applaud the economic
geniuses behind this restaurant. They
have taken average food, stuck it in
an above-average atmosphere, and
capitalized on the American obsession with wanting everything by
providing a meal along with appetizer, drink, and salad, all for a very
reasonable price.
For such a memorable experience, one certainly may want some
sort of memoir. How better than to
propagate advertising and create nostalgia in the customer’s mind than
to provide a keepsake glass with the
purchase of each Italian cream soda?
When I think of The Old
Spaghetti Factory, I think of the
perfect model of marketing and efficiency.

Omnivore - Meg’s Review
It was impressive from the start.
The waiting room is very elegant,
the staff is well dressed, the manager
greeted us when we came in, and we
had only been waiting for 45 seconds when a host approached us.
The dining room was spacious
and intricate, with bright lighting
and a little train car in the middle
with tables inside. A party of sixteen
was seated a table away from us, but
we barely heard them - surprisingly
good acoustics for an old warehouse.
Our booth looked like it was made
from an old brass bed frame, and six
of us easily could have fit there.
Our water glasses were filled as
soon as we sat down, and our server
was at our table within two minutes. We looked over the menu and
I was immediately confused. “So
wait a minute, this says that every
entree comes with a drink, a salad,
bread and ice cream?” But the chicken
marsala was only listed at around
$8. Something didn’t seem right
about that, but I ordered it anyway.
Turned out it wasn’t half bad.
The iced tea was freshly brewed, we
got not one, but two, kinds of butter with our bread, and the salad
was small, but tasty. The entrees
were brought out surprisingly fast,
and while the portions appeared to
be small at first, they were actually
See Food, page 22
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Bypass mainstream music with these albums
By Christopher Webb
Staff Writer
If you’re lost in mainstream radio music and sick of it, we’re
here to save you. There
is plenty of
quality
music out
there —
you just have
to
know
where to look.
Read on to discover albums in
country, rap, and
rock genres that
you have been missing.
Tift Merritt
Bramble Rose
Tift Merritt is the voice of a lonely
dirt road. This is the album you put
in your car when all you want to do
is drive to forget.
The album starts off with “You’re
not my boyfriend, I don’t want a
boyfriend,” and never relents about
failed relationships. Bramble Rose is
a tribute to a time when country
artists lamented over faithful dogs
and rundown farms.
As Merritt’s first full-length effort, the album is expertly composed.
Many fans of Ryan Adams may realize similarities with Gold because
both share the same producer.
The album takes a more relaxed
tone than Adams, relying less on
the guitar and more on the exquis-

ite qualities of Merritt’s voice. Think
Loretta Lynn singing “Stand By Your
Man”
and you might understand.
Track 2, “Virginia, No One Can
Warn You,” is
sometimes played
in the wee hours
on CMT. But,
it’s “Sunday,”
with a distinctly blues
feel, that
might be
the best
song on
the album.
Overall, the album
displays a great musical talent that will make it one day.
You might like this if you like:
Ryan Adams, Kasey Chambers, or
country music
before rednecks could afford satellites.
Injected
Injected
Crank this
album up. If
you like your
neighbors then
choose a milder crowd because Injected
is out to rock
you.
These local heroes established
themselves for a brief moment on

MTV2 only to fade by the end of
summer before many people were
able to find out what they w e r e
missing.
Don’t listen to this album expecting self-enlightenment or even
good production values. Butch Walker
might be a good singer, but as a producer he’s only
mediocre. Essentially, the album
is really loud
guitars with a
few depressing lyrics.
But, oh do they do
it well.
The value in this album, besides
merely being a tool to blow your
eardrums out, is listening to the raw
talent. Injected
will definitely
improve as they
become more
proficient in the
studio. The market is ripe for garage rock right
now (think the
Vines), so maybe next year these
guys will get a little more recognition.
You might like
this if you like:
Sevendust, Disturbed, or rock that’s
more than 17-year-old girls that spell
words with numbers.

Blackalicious
Broken Arrow
Blackalicious proves that not all
California rappers need to be thugs.
Sometimes they can call their
mothers the most beautiful women in
t h e
world
while
s t i l l
making
an album
that can
earn respect.
The
group is only
composed of
Gift of Gab on
the microphone
and Chief Xcel producing the beats, but
the record- ing studio must have
felt like a party. Guest artists are all
over this album, such as fellow rappers Jurassic 5 and rock musician
Ben Harper.
The album doesn’t glamorize
drugs, sex, or expensive wheels. It
rises above these things and takes
rap to a personal level.
“Release” contains a self-reflective poem with some of the best
lines on the album.
Blackalicious does know how to
party and proves it on “Passion” as
they rock the house with guest artists Rakaa and DJ Babu from Dilated Peoples.
You might like this if you like:
Any of the guest artists, The Roots,
or Native Tongues.

Food

from page 21

quite filling.
Now I’m not going to lie; I’ve
had better Italian food. The chicken was a little rubbery and the marsala
sauce was a little over processed.
The spaghetti with butter and Parmesan cheese was good, but I would
have used olive oil and angel hair.
However, I can’t complain about
the Spumoni (Italian tri-colored ice
cream), it was a nice finishing touch,
and I think that overall the service
and the atmosphere made up for
what the food was lacking.
They say you get what you pay
for; I think we got a little more than
that. The Spaghetti Factory could
easily charge three or four dollars
more for the entrees and business
would be just fine. The building is
nice enough, and the food is good
enough.
Vegetarian - Brandi’s Review
When going to a restaurant, as a
vegetarian, I usually evaluate the
menu and narrow down my choices. Like many restaurants, unfortunately, the Old Spaghetti Factory
had only a few choices for vegetarians. So, I went for the spinach and
cheese ravioli.
It was presented in a small bowl
and covered with marinara sauce.
The taste was good, but pretty average.
Don't go to the Old Spaghetti
Factory expecting exceptional Italian food. It does have other redeeming qualities, however. The
atmosphere was very pleasant and
the price can't be beat.
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Technique Crossword: Tribute to Rounders
By Joey Katzen
Staff Writer
Across
1. Mogadishuan, for instance
7. Brian had one
11. Curt
16. Funicello’s beau
17. Aha! instigator
18. Nebraska metropolis
19. ALAMO EVENT
21. Styx water
22. SGA exec Clopper
23. Igloo inhabitant (abbrev)
24. Pulitzer Prize winning poet James
26. Noted American astronomer
30. Alone
31. Will Smith title character
34. Playbill paragraph
35. Performs eye surgery
37. Tree resin
38. In the midst of
40. IP mate (tech)
41. Seinfeld routine
43. Deck alternative
44. As well
45. Flat-bottomed boat
46. GAWK AT A PALACE BALL
51. Nicholas’ congress
52. Oh, he’s a hoot
53. Salutes Der Fuhrer
55. Sense of taste
58. Pilsner alternative
59. Powerball and Mega Millions,

Ride

from page 21

As the performance wrapped up,
I found myself somewhat perplexed
by the completely different styles of
the first and second acts. Introducing some of the later seriousness
into the first part of the play would
have helped move it along more
aimfully.
While the flashbacks provided
an opportunity to expand the story
and introduce humor, they unfortunately limited themselves by using one too many trite Back to the
Future style futurisms (for example,
Jane Wyman stating, “The only way

for instance
60. Inventor Whitney
61. Tropical resin
63. Tie or Did beginner
64. Relaxation joint
65. Exile locale
67. Drawing out
70. Cabbie’s question
72. Unforgettable crooner Cole
73. Always
77. Spooky and peculiar
78. AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY
82. Devourer
83. Peseta upstager
84. Hold onto
85. Foxily
86. Religious faction
87. DuBois sister of shouting fame
Down
1. Fulfill completely
2. Like a bridge to troubled water
3. Feminine pad
4. Oh no!
5. Angeles or Alamos lead-in
6. Receive a bequeathal
7. Endora dresses
8. “The goods are ____, but the
___s are good”
9. Born
10. Greek letters
11. Pressure unit
12. Arab chieftain

13. Italian casserole
14. Varnish
15. Bit of curled hair
20. Sweden city
25. Romanian violinist George
27. Etched in stone
28. Lush
29. Banana Republic parent
31. Head unit
32. Rye unit
33. Toward
36. Loafer instrument
39. Comic Radner
40. Itty bitty child
42. Bird sound
44. Old airline
45. Database language
47. Egg concoction
48. She-sheep
49. Lice eggs
50. Pig’s scrumptiousness
54. Retirement fund bureaucracy
55. Disgraced home: ______ Playhouse
56. Herbal plant
57. Patrick Henry’s dichotomy
choice
58. Françoise’s pal
59. Stands around aimlessly
62. Weds in haste
63. Part of Orion’s belt
66. Israeli Sharon
68. Bar of gold
69. Verse romance

71. Variant of 77 Across
74. Test tube
75. Malevolent
76. Calculus professor Brakebill
79. An inferior to avenue or boule-

Ronnie’d ever be more famous than
me is if he were to be, oh, the President of the United States”),
However, these scenes introduced
a slew of well-acted secondary characters, played by swings Jonathan
Green, Chris Pierce, Traci Redmond,
Laura Leigh Walsh and Nicole Corvette.
These actors engaged in quickchange after quick-change to portray an overly moralistic Jimmy
Carter, a young Bill Clinton (brilliantly imitated by Pierce), a lushful
Betty Ford in a silky Endora gown
and a wiry eyebrow-exaggerating
Chelsea Clinton.

After riding along for two hours
with The Limousine Ride, I couldn’t
help but wonder if it’s a work in
progress. Like Gibson and Morris’
other current play, the jokes and
situations recall recent events, torn
from the headlines. It feels a little
like a fledgling stand-up routine.
Moments of comic brilliance shone
amidst a sea of moderate jokes and
situations. I feel like they’re still trying to figure out how to make it
stand on its own, as they incorporate new material and massage its
dialogue.
What the play lacks in script subtlety, though, it makes up for in its

individual jokes and its over-thetop, but impressive, variety of acting. The meekest of all the main
characters, Kraiger as Mrs. Carter,
steals the show with her genuine
portrayal and round range of emotions. And her subtlety pays off when
she finally is able to emit her oneliners including, “God said ‘love thy
neighbor.’ God never lived by the
Reagans.”
Political junkies will surely enjoy this trip down Pennsylvania Avenue, appreciating the allusional
references and figuring out which
side wins as the insults rack up. And
others will find themselves busting
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80. Whale variety
81. Break a nil, in spades
Solutions on page 25
out into a roar of laughter when
they least expect it.
If you want tickets, order them
soon, as the play is sold out through
the beginning of March. Hopefully
the month in between can be used
by them to further polish their timely
humor, molding the performance
into a more subtle craft.
The Limousine Ride runs ThursdaysSundays through May 18, with a possible extension, at the Ansley Park
Playhouse. For more information or
to
order
tickets,
visit
www.ansleyparkplayhouse.com. Tickets are $23.50 per person.
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Original Comic Incoherent Scribblings
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Oscar nominations not surprises

Live List
Echo Lounge (551 Flat Shoals Rd.)
(404) 681-3600
www.echostatic.com/echolounge
2/14 Kingsized/Blue Valentine
2/15 Minamina Goodsong/el pus/seek
2/20 Mission of Burma/Heros Severum
2/21 The Legendary Shack Shakers
2/22 Osaga/Genetic/Figure 1.1
2/24 Alejandro Escovedo
2/25 DJ Vadim & the Russian Percussion
2/27 The Good Life/Rilo Kiley/Mayday
Cotton Club (152 Luckie St.)
(404) 688-1193
www.atlantaconcerts.com/cottonclub.asp
2/15 Hot Rod Circuit
2/21 Dirty Dozen Brass Band
2/22 CKY
2/24 Greenwheel
2/27 Doubledrive
Variety Playhouse (1099 Euclid Ave.)
(404) 521-1786
www.variety-playhouse.com
2/14 David Allan Coe
2/21 Keller Williams
2/22 Steve Earle & the Dukes
Tabernacle (152 Luckie St.)
(404) 659-9022
www.atlantaconcerts.com/tabernacle.asp
2/14 Erykah Badu
2/18 Elton John
2/19 Elton John
Masquerade (695 North Ave.)
(404) 577-2007
www.masq.com
2/14 Nile/Napalm Death
2/15 Long Beach Short Bus/Skatamatic
2/19 Home Grown/Riddlin’ Kids/Wakefield
Star Bar (437 Moreland Ave.)
(404) 681-9018
www.starbar.net
2/14 Shut-Ups/Clemente
2/15 The Pencil Dix
2/19 Slackdaddy/Space Voyage Ahem
2/20 Bonepony/Brodie Stove
2/21 Dragstrip Syndicate/Dynamite Bros.
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By Geronimo Rodriguez
The Daily Cougar

2/22 The Helgas/The Needles
2/25 DJ Romeo Cologne
2/26 Slackdaddy
2/27 Duwayne
CJ’s Landing (Buckhead Ave.)
(404) 237-7657
www.cjslanding.com
2/14 Dynagroove/Shamgod/Leo’s Invention
2/15 Dial 8/Sabin/Big Jack Pneumatic
2/20 Tentilfour/Outshine/Froglodge
2/21 Alterstate/Karma Lingo
The Earl (488 Flat Shoals Ave.)
(404) 522-3950
www.badearl.com
2/14 Joseph Plunket & the Weight
2/15 Moreland Audio/Rizzudo/Copa Vance
2/20 DJ Dennis/DJ Millie/DJ Todd
2/21 Keith & the Satellites
2/22 Keith & the Satellites/The Blue Velvets
2/26 Oneida/Victory Girls/Untied States
2/27 Sound of Humans/Ladies Night
Smith’s Olde Bar (1580 Piedmont Ave.)
(404) 875-1522
www.smithsoldebar.com
2/15 Fighting Gravity/Kyle Davis/Junior
2/16 Homeroom/Honey Child
2/17 Red Letter Agent/Lindsey Hinkle
2/18 Lisa Loeb/Will Hoge
2/19 Greg Piccolo & Heavy Juice
2/20 Hayseed Dixie/Kerosene Brothers
2/21 The Weary Boys/The Rockin’Pontoons
2/22 Juice/Tishamingo
2/23 Dolls & Therapy/Brian Sofer
2/24 The Rich McCulley Band/Beanpole
2/25 The Asylum Street Spankers
2/26 The Damn Wells
2/27 Joseph Arthur/Ian Webber
Roxy Theatre (3110 Roswell Rd.)
(404) 233-7699
www.atlantaconcerts.com/roxy.asp
2/18 The Juliana Theory
2/22 Susan Tedeschi

For more information on general concert listings, visit www.pollstar.com.
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(U-WIRE) University of Houston—
Women—their fears, feats and fetishes—will earmark this year’s
Oscars. From the cynical dames of
Chicago to the suppressed ladies of
The Hours to Salma Hayek’s unflinching effort in Frida, the 75th
Academy Awards is prepped to make
filmgoers swoon with a talented gang
of women.
As for movies, Chicago has reaped
the benefits left behind by last year’s
must-see musical, Moulin Rouge,
raking in 13 Oscar nods, including
best picture and director. But the
film will likely pick up a little gold
statue in either of the two actress
categories — Renee Zellweger, adding to her growing resume, grabbed
a Best Actress nomination, and
Catherine Zeta-Jones and Queen
Latifah received Oscar nods for Best
Supporting Actress.
Zellweger’s performance will be
compared to a slew of other memorable efforts. Hayek’s illustrious acting
in the biopic Frida earned the spicy
Latina her first Oscar nod; Nicole
Kidman’s compelling effort in The
Hours helped spruce up the competition; and Unfaithful’s Diane Lane
made the list for her role as the
cheating housewife who bends over
backwards to get a glimpse of greener pastures.
Julianne Moore also earned a
nomination for Best Actress for her
role in Far From Heaven. The actress also grabbed a nod for Best
Supporting Actress for her effort in
The Hours.
Speaking of trends, Meryl Streep,
who earned a nomination for Best
Supporting Actress for “Adaptation,”
grabbed her 13th nomination.
If shedding her clothes is all a
woman has to do to get her hands
on an Oscar, Kathy Bates (About
Schmidt) has jumped ahead of the

By David James / MIRAMAX PUBLICITY

Renee Zellweger (above) was nominated for Best Acress for her performance in the musical Chicago. The film was also nominated for Best Picture.

pack. But since we’re talking about
Bates, there are a couple of reasons
why she poses no threat to the rest
of the leading ladies—namely a stunning Lane and curvy Hayek.
As for the Best Actors category,
Jack Nicholson is enough to dub
this year’s leading men as an elite
class, but Nicolas Cage’s presence is
enough to bring it down to mediocrity.
Even if he doesn’t win, Nicholson, who earned a nod for his role as
the sloppy-headed, retired insurance
salesman in About Schmidt, will surely
add color to TV sets come Oscar
night. He isn’t a pioneer of the screen,
but when it comes to passion, Nicholson’s talent is unmatched. But Cage,
who grabbed a nod for Adaptation,
reeks of what happens when good
actors turn to bad screenplays to
forward their careers.
Fortunately, Michael Caine (The
Quiet American) and Daniel DayLewis (Gangs of New York) will be

there to take the honor if Nicholson
isn’t worthy enough. Adrien Brody
(The Pianist) rounds out the list of
Best Actor nominees.
In the Best Supporting Actor category, Paul Newman (Road to Perdition), Christopher Walken (Catch
Me if You Can) or Ed Harris (The
Hours) will deservedly make their
way to the podium. Chris Cooper
(Adaptation) and John C. Reilly (Chicago) are also nominated for the
award.
Without a doubt, when the award
for Best Director is handed out, everyone will be hoping to hear Roman Polanski’s name. Along with
Polanski (The Pianist), Rob Marshall (Chicago), Martin Scorsese
(Gangs of New York), Stephen Daldry
(The Hours) and Pedro Almodovar
(Talk to Her) are also nominated for
the Best Director award.
The statues will be passed out
March 23 at the Kodak Theater in
Los Angeles.
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...Two Bits
...101010101010101010101010101010101010101010101...
So it’s another Valentine’s day,
and if you’re like most students at
Tech, you’re stewing in self-pity while
you read this Technique. Well, stop
your wallowing because the same
anonymous columnist who brought
you good advice like How to Get a
Date if you’re Rich and Attractive,
How to Get a Date if You’ve Lost All
Self Respect and You Can Surf the
Web and the ever-popular What to
Do When Cupid is Just a Chalk Outline on your Doorstep is here to offer
a little advice to the ladies of our
beloved Ma Tech. Today it’s time
for How to Get a Tech Man, or My
Big Fat Geek Wedding.
Traditionally, young ladies have
been told that it is impolite to call a
man out of fear of seeming like a
wanton hussy. Ladies, that may not
be the word Mom used when she
told you that you should wait for
the male to call, but that’s what she
thought, or at least her mom taught
her to think. Sadly, that advice does
not hold for today’s Tech male.
While the Two Bits Man would
never presume to assert that anyone
is here to earn her MRS degree, the
ravages of TBS (no, not the station
on Techwood), either real or imagined, have left the otherwise eligible
Tech man (Homo sapiens technophilius) sadly lacking in many of the
social skills that are so helpful in the
propagation of the species. We at
the Two Bits Research Institute
would like to help the ladies deal
with this maladaptation of an otherwise swell species.

Men at Tech have come to know
a life without ever seeing the sun or
eating a vegetable. Spending seventy-two hours at a time in the CoC
leaves the average technophilius male
wanting for some personal hygiene
skills and completely blind to the
opposite sex. This is where the Two
Bits Man jumps in with the first
step to catching your Tech Man
and reeling him in: Ask him out.

[I’m] here to offer a
little advice to the
ladies of our beloved
Ma Tech. Today it’s
time for How to Get a
Tech Man, or My Big
Fat Geek Wedding.
Tech men are obtuse, but asking
him out is the conversational equivalent to running him over with a
minivan and then tossing a water
balloon in his face. He won’t know
what hit him, but when you see his
stunned gaze at you, you’re halfway
to the altar. You don’t even have to
have a romantic evening planned.
“HEY YOU! Take me to Junior’s!”
will work admirably.
For those not wanting to be so
forward as to ask a Tech male, it is
entirely possible to get a Tech male

to ask you out. This isn’t as easy, but
it is possible. To use a sporting analogy, sometimes you have to cast the
lure and do a little trolling. One of
the best ways to do this is share, or at
least appear to share, some common interest. Walking into the CoC
wearing a “/usr/sbin/girl” T-shirt
would work, for example.
Of course, I’m a little turned on
while I write this, just imagining a
gal who would require me to have a
shell account for access, but I know
that some of you live in a happy
icon world where the computer smiles
back at you. If that’s the kinda gal
that you are, give your Valentine a
stuffed penguin. Sure, Joe Macho
will tell you that he wouldn’t consider owning a stuffed animal, but
you won’t find a single Tech guy
without his own collection of cuddly OS mascots and trade show souvenirs.
The only thing that differentiates a technophilius and a seventh
grade girl is that the girl tosses her
stuffed animals on her bed and the
Tech guy has them lined in perfect
order on his desk and cataloged in a
hash table. Oh, and the girl is about
twice as mature.
Even the Two Bits Man’s own
desk sports the always-grinning WebSense Monkey. Trust me, ladies,
the Penguin is your friend.
Getting a Tech guy to notice
you is really not much different than
getting a non-Tech guy to notice
you, provided you put the right spin
on it. Take, for example, smiling. If

you’re in a bar and you want a normal guy to notice you, just give him
a warm smile.
At Tech, you need to do something a tad more overt. For example, you might choose to contribute
to a resurgence of the dotcom boom
when you smile at your beau. Right
outside the Student Center, you can
be minding your own business chalking an ad for your favorite site,
iamgoodinbed.com, and take a break

Tech guys have a[n]
affinity for fire. No
one can quite explain
it, but geeks and
pyros go together like
peaches and small
explosive devices.
only to look at him and smile. Many
a man has fallen in love with a woman who alludes to a website that
alludes to sex.
Tech guys also have a rare affinity for fire. No one can quite explain
it, but geeks and pyros go together
like peaches and small explosive devices. If you want to capture a techie’s attention, you need to know at
least thirty of the 101 ways to amuse
yourself with a cigarette lighter. Since
this is Valentine’s Day, you need to
concentrate on making one of those

foot-tall statues of an M&M breath
fire. We all know that they melt in
your mouth, not in your hand…So
how about when you stuff one with
a cubic foot of flammable hydrocarbons? Just remember: Remote igniters are a good idea since eyebrows
grow slowly.
Aside from fire, most Tech guys
are truly happiest when they take
the odd collection of scrap parts
and hack something together. Nine
times out of ten it involves either
hacking a car to do something, or
installing Linux onto something, such
as the Linux Toaster Project. Getting any of your major kitchen appliances to boot Linux is a surefire
way to get the Tech Man of your
dreams looking your way.
In the same milieu, there is not a
Tech man alive that isn’t utterly
beguiled by Cathy Rogers, the host
of TLC’s Junkyard Wars. Her combination of grace, style, intelligence
and a certain Tank Girl chic made
her the dream date of many technophili. This, ladies, is proof that brainy
women can be wildly attractive.
So, there you have it…Getting a
date with a Tech guy is incredibly
easy, as easy as getting rejected by a
Tech gal. With a little careful planning and innovative ways to use a
corkscrew, a rubber band and an 8track player, you too can have the
technophilius of your dreams.
Until next week, this is the Two
Bits Man, reminding you that the
odds are good, but the goods are
odd, so here’s to being odd.
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Sportsmanship for all

Young guys beat old guys

What do Beta, FIJI and a mooning
incident have in common? Check out
this week’s intramural notebook to
find the answer. Page 31.

Saturday saw a new breed of baseball take
on the old and talented. Check out the
wrap-up from the annual Tech-Alumni
baseball game. Page 33.

Jackets top Terps, fall to Pack sports
By Al Przygocki
Senior Staff Writer

numbers

4

Number of inches between Georgia
Tech’s 7-foot-1 center Luke Schenscher and the Houston Rocket’s 7foot-5 center Yao Ming. Ming, a
native of China, matched up with
the Tech sophomore at a game during Schenscher’s tour of China as
an Australian national team member this past summer.

17.2
Number of points that sophomore
B.J. Elder averages per ACC game.
Elder has been the leading scorer
for the Yellow Jacket team this season, becoming what Coach Paul
Hewitt calls “college basketball's
biggest secret.”

5
Number of games left in the regular
season for the women’s basketball
team. The Lady Jackets face Virginia, FSU, Clemson, NC State, and
Wake Forest before heading to
Greensboro, NC for the ACC tournament.

atlanta

thrashers

number
challenge
hint: Alumni baseball

1

Here’s the number...what does it
represent?
To enter email the Sports Editor at
sports@technique.gatech.edu with
the correct answer to the challenge.
A winner will be selected from among
the qualified entries. The winner
will receive a pair of tickets to an
Atlanta Thrashers home game, where
admission is always $8 for a seat in
the $36 section with a student ID.
Visit www.atlantathrashers.com for
more info on college nights.
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MG at Waikoloa, Hawaii
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TR - Men’s and Women’s Track
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MT - Men’s Tennis,WT- Women’s Tennis
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MB - Men’s Basketball, MG- Men’s Golf
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By Bill Allen / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Isma'il Muhammad throws down a dunk after a breakaway run and
finishes sitting on the shoulder of Maryland’s Tahj Holden.

On All-Star Sunday in Atlanta,
the Jackets played like All-Stars in
taking down last year’s national champions, eighth-ranked Maryland, by
a 90-84 margin. Tech improved to
12-8 overall and 5-4 in the ACC on
the strength of their 11th straight
home win this season in front of a
sellout crowd.
Jarrett Jack, a Maryland native,
led the charge with eight assists and
a career-high 20 points, with the
biggest points coming off a bankedin three-pointer with 39 seconds to
play. The Terrapins had rallied back
from a 13-point deficit to cut the
lead to two at 82-80. The banker
was a backbreaker that capped a
solid all-around team effort.
Jack’s previous career-high of 16
points came in Tech’s previous bestwin-to-date against UGA back at
Thanksgiving. On the crucial play
against Maryland, head coach Paul
Hewitt wanted to run a pick-androll for a close look at the basket.
Perhaps inspired by the presence of
his idol and Tech great Stephon
Marbury, Jack had other plans.
“Silly freshman, he just kind of
went and did his own thing,” Hewitt
said, grinning. “Good thing.”
“It breaks your back,” Maryland’s
senior guard Drew Nicholas said.
“When I saw the shot go through
the net, I knew it was over. The
momentum was pretty much ours
the last 10 and a half minutes, but
you’ve got to play 40 minutes.”
B. J. Elder led the attack for Tech
with 23 points, causing head coach
Paul Hewitt to declare, “He’s colSee Bball, page 31

Jackets ink 20 recruits, top 40 spot
New class looks to fill gaps, bring speed to the Flats
By Clark Nelson
Contributing Writer
Georgia Tech signed 20 studentathletes to national letters of intent
to play football for the Jackets on
Feb. 5. Coach Chan Gailey and the
staff addressed some key needs at
the quarterback position and on the
defensive side of the ball.
Leading the class of incoming
freshmen are: Kenny Scott, a USA
Today Prep All-American from
Daytona Beach, Florida; Rashaun
Grant, a running back from Tampa; and quarterback Reggie Ball from
Atlanta. The Jackets signed nine players from the sunshine state.
Tech inked 12 players to play
defense, including five defensive
backs, four linebackers, and three
defensive linemen.
“We covered a lot of areas, and
we were able to get some quality
players at a lot of positions, particularly on the defensive side of the
ball,” said Gailey.
The Jackets added a total of three
quarterbacks, including Al Pena of
Cedar City, Texas, who has already
See Gailey’s Recruits, page 35

shorts

Rhino signs as free
agent with CFL
Georgia Tech punt returner/cornerback Kelley Rhino has signed a
free agent contract with the Montreal Alouettes of the Canadian Football League, the team announced
today. Rhino holds a Georgia Tech
school records with 1,135 punt return yards on 112 returns. He finished his collegiate career ranked
second in ACC history in both categories.

Famed basketball
coach dies
Long-time Georgia Tech basketball coach John "Whack" Hyder died Sunday at the age of 90.
Hyder coached the Yellow Jackets
from 1951-52 through 1972-73,
compiling an overall record of 292271. His time at Tech was highlighted by the Jackets’ first NCAA
Tournament appearance in 1960,
as well as two trips to the NIT.

Jack named ACC
Rookie of Week
Freshman point guard Jarrett
Jack, who averaged 17.5 points and
5.5 assists in two games last week,
was named Rookie of the Week by
the ACC. In Sunday's 90-84 win
over No. 8 Maryland, Jack scored a
career-high 20 points, including six
of Tech's last eight points in the
final minute. Jack also had eight
assists in the game.

O-team’s O’Brien
resigns position
Tech’s offensive coordinator, Bill
O’Brien resigned last Friday to take
on a job at Maryland with Ralph
Friedgen’s staff. O'Brien spent the
past eight years on the Yellow Jackets' staff in various positions, the
last two as the team's offensive coordinator.
Gailey looks to pull from previous relationships in his professional
career, or possibly promote from
within his current staff to replace
O’Brien.

Two Jackets set
records in Florida

By Scott Meuleners / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

A.J. Suggs will have to put up a hard fight to keep his job as the Jackets
added a total of three new highly-recruited quarterbacks to their roster.

Georgia Tech junior Kyle Rabbitt broke a 16-year-old school record
in the 3000 meters and sophomore
Shanta Smith eclipsed her own Tech
mark in the triple jump at Florida's
Gator Invitational.
Rabbitt had a time of 8:11.98,
breaking the previous mark of
8:12.51 set by Eric Smith in 1987.
Smith leapt 41'11.25" to finish fifth
in the meet and break the record
she set at last year's conference championships (41'10.75"). See Page 34
for more.
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Gailey’s Recruits

from page 36

enrolled for the spring semester and tion continues to struggle like it did
will compete in spring practice. Geor- this year.
Rashaun Grant, who turned down
gia Tech will have 6 new players
from the state of Texas.
in state powers Florida, Miami, and
In addition to Pena, Reggie Ball Florida St., was one of the top backs
and Pat Carter of St Petersburg, in the nation before dislocating his
Florida will join the Jackets. Ball ankle mid-season. Recruiting guru
was a first team all-state selection Tom Lemming had Grant tabbed
and a member of
as his 13th-best
running back in
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution’s
the nation.
Of Grant, Gailey
Super Southern “None of the
said, “He has the
100, he threw for quarterbacks that we
more than 2,000
breakaway speed
that you’re lookyards and 19 are recruiting and will
touchdowns this continue to recruit are
ing for to make big
plays.”
past season.
Wide Receiver
Carter, broth- just drop-back
Chris Dunlap hails
er of New York passers. They all have
Giants wide reform Miramar,
Florida where this
ceiver Tim Cart- the ability to move
er, was ranked as and make some
past season he
caught 38 balls and
the No. 19 quar8 touchdowns.
terback in the na- things happen with
Dunlap spurned
tion by one their feet as well as
recruiting service.
offers from Ole
Miss and NorthAll three of the their arms.”
quarterbacks are Chan Gailey
western to sign
very athletic and Head Coach
with the Jackets.
Tech added
run very well, a
depth to the offentrend to be continued in recruiting for Tech.
sive line with 3 signees. Eddy Park“None of the quarterbacks that er of Burnet, Texas was a first-team
we are recruiting and will continue all-state selection and a member of
to recruit are just drop-back pass- Max Emfinger’s Texas Super Team.
ers,” said Gailey. “They all have the
Six-foot-four, 275-pound Matt
ability to move and make some things Rhodes of Angleton, Texas and sixhappen with their feet as well as foot-four, 285-pound Kevin
Tuminello of Youngstown, Ohio
their arms.”
Do not be surprised to see at were honorable mention all-region
least one of these quarterbacks in selections by PrepStar magazine.
action this fall, especially if the posi- Tuminello is likely to be a backup at
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center for the Jackets come fall.
The defensive line is led by tackle Mansfield Wrotto of Brookwood
High. Wrotto was a first-team allstate selection and ranked as one the
top 50 in the state of Georgia by the
AJC. He is one of six players the
Jackets signed in their home state.
Tech signed another defensive
tackle in LeShawn Newberry. Newberry, from Port Orange, Florida
was second-team all-state in Class
5A at Spruce Creek High.
Two more linemen from Florida are ends Adamm Oliver of New
Port Richey and Joe Anoai of Pensacola. Oliver played both sides of the
ball, rushing for over 1,100 yards
while Anoai was the Northwest Florida’s Defensive Player of the Year.
Georgia Tech was looking to the
future when it signed four linebackBy Peter Jensen / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
ers in this freshmen class. The Jack- Gailey’s efforts have paid off with this new class. "We obviously feel very
ets will lose four seniors after this good about this group,” Gailey said. “We covered a lot of positions.”
season. Headlining this group is Nick
Moore of Arlington, Texas. Moore practice. Philip Wheeler was first- fifth-best cornerback in the nation
signed with the Jackets after flip- team Class 4A all-state by the At- after starting all four years at Seabreeze
flopping between
l a n t a High. Scott figures to see action
Iowa State and
Journal-Consti- early in the Jackets depleted secGeorgia Tech.
after re- ondary.
“We were able to get tution
Cornerback Sam Williams is from
KaMichael
cording 34
Hall from Klein
tackles for loss. nearby Mays High, the same school
some quality players
Forest, Texas
A ma- that produced Kelly Campbell. Joinat a lot of positions,
racked up 160
jor concern for ing him is Brian Fleuridor of Boca
tackles and was
Tech was the Raton, Florida, Avery Roberson of
particularly on the
selected for Max
depth of the de- Atlanta, and Joe Gaston of Marietdefensive side of the
Emfinger’s Texfensive back- ta. Roberson was a member of the
as Super All-State
field after losing Super 11 in Georgia and ranked the
ball.”
Team. Kyle Puthree starters to No. 19 safety in the nation by
Chan Gailey
pello, a 6-1 230g r a d u a t i o n . Rivals.com.
Head Coach
p o u n d
Gailey and his
Tech’s recruiting class has all
linebacker, comes
staff did very qualified academically and has been
to the Flats from
well in this area, widely regarded as a Top 40 class in
Tampa. He is expected to get a look signing five to scholarship. the nation with LSU, Florida, and
at fullback and linebacker come fall Rivals.Com rated Kenny Scott as the Southern Cal leading the way.
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Beyond the White and Gold

Looking forward to some Irish soccer
you not to make you turn the page, ber and Ireland hired Brian Kerr, a
though I expect I have succeeded in youth coach of Keane’s. This led to
speculation that
doing that in
Keane might
A few buddies and I are working many cases alonce again don
on a trip to Europe this summer, ready.
Instead, I’d
the green jersey
particularly focusing on the British
“Irish fans are easily
for Ireland, and
Isles. Of course being the soccer like to give you
all signs pointfiend that I am, I am trying to get background as to
the best in the world.
ed in that directickets to a Euro 2004 qualifier.
why I feel my choHow can I be faulted
tion after a
Two of the match days for the sen topic this
productive
qualifying stages will be on June 7 week is far more
for wanting to
meeting beand 11. We’ll be there. We hope to important than
participate in thatLeBron
tween the Kerr
get into the Ireland vs. Albania match. the
and Keane.
At this point some of you are watch, the NBA
and tip back a few
I
n
pondering why I would put my life All-Star game, or
Guinesses with the
s t e p p e d
at risk like that. You are the ones the 49ers head
Manchester
that don’t pay close enough atten- coach hiring
locals?”
United’s team
tion to whose fans do what.
(which I’ll go on
doctors. They
It’s the English fans, not the Irish, the record as saydecided that
who have a nasty habit of sparking ing is a bad one).
The foremost sports thought on Roy was not fit to undertake the
deadly riots in conjunction with inmy mind is Irishman Roy Keane’s burden of international play while
ternational matches.
Irish fans on the other hand, are decision to retire from internation- playing for their club.
Ultimately, they left the decieasily the best in the world. They al soccer.
Last summer, sion up to Keane, but you can still
sing, dance,
scream,
Keane was sent home see the bruises from the 2x4 they
fromm the World used to persuade him.
chant, and,
“Ultimately, the team
Say, this reminds me of a joke
Cup by then-managbest of all,
er Mick McCarthy for often told by Liverpool fans. What
they don’t kill doctors left the
anyone.
decision up to Keane, his constant criticism two English soccer clubs have cuss
of the Irish training words in their names? Answer: ArNow how
can I be fault- but you can still see
facilities in the far east. senal and Man (expletive deleted)
Even without U.
ed for wanting the bruises from the
Keane, by far their
Yeah, leave it to the Yankees of
to participate
in that (and tip 2x4 they used to
most talented player, English soccer to crap all over what
Ireland made the would have been a great story.
back a few persuade him.”
Not to mention the fact that there
Round of 16, thanks
Guinesses with
largely to the incred- is now no chance of me getting to
the locals, natsee Keane in action this summer.
urally)?
ible fan support.
McCarthy resigned in Novem- Man, I’m pissed.
I share this piece of myself with

Track takes records

By John Parsons
Senior Staff Writer

By Rob Hill / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Tech’s track and field teams traveled to compete in the Gator Invitational
against 12 nationally ranked teams in Florida’s O’Connell Center.
By Finny Turner
Contributing Writer
In their last meet before the ACC
Championships, the Yellow Jacket
track teams proved that they are
ready to walk away as the victors on
both the men’s and women’s sides.
Tech traveled to Gainesville, Florida last weekend to compete in the
Gator Invitational against 12 nationally ranked teams in Florida’s
O’Connell Center.

Georgia Tech junior Kyle Rabbitt broke a 16-year-old school record
in the 3000 meters and sophomore
Shanta Smith passed her own Tech
mark in the triple jump Sunday, as
the teams posted a solid showing at
the highly competitive meet.
Rabbitt took fourth in the 3000
with a time of 8:11.98, breaking the
previous record of 8:12.51 held by
Eric Smith in 1987. This mark is
See Track, page 32
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Youth smashes experience Softball looks for continued success
11-1inalumnibaseballgame
Al Przygocki
Senior Staff Writer
Behind home runs from Matt
Murton, Tyler Greene, and Micah
Owings, the current version of the
Joltin’ Jackets trounced their predecessors 11-1.
Opening day starter Kyle Bakker tossed six strong shutout innings
for the win, giving up only two singles while striking out four. Owings
took time out from his slugging heroics to pitch two shutout innings
in relief. Nick Wagner closed out
the win for the top-ranked Jackets.
The 14-hit, 11-run onslaught
came from a balanced attack led by
Greene going 3-for-3 with a home
run, a triple, and a stolen base. AllAmerican second baseman Eric
Patterson chipped in with two hits,
and seemingly every Yellow Jacket
reached base or drove in a run.
In a combination of freshman
bonding and respect for fifth-year
senior captain Matthew Swain, the
new guys all shaved off their high
school locks in favor of bald heads.
Under hats that were suddenly too
large for them, the first year players
all played remarkably well. Stephen
Blackwood, Andy Hawranick, and
Ryan Stanley joined Greene and
Owings in making solid debuts.
Enough about the current guys.
How about the old guys? Even without the biggest names (no Nomar,
no Varitek, no Jay Payton, no Kevin
Brown), this was a solid squad. With
an even mix of players from the last
five years and from the mid-80’s
and a sprinkling of blasts from the
deep past and some in between, this
team gave the feeling that our alumni could beat your alumni.
Several alumni used wooden bats,
which, if only briefly, replaced the
ping of the bat with the crack of the
bat. From Jim Luck to Jim Morris

to Danny Hall, this program has
seen its share of good coaches. Tech’s
first position player All-America,
Randy Carroll, stepped briefly into
those shoes and coached a squad
whose roster read like a trip through
the Tech record books. Wes Rynders
got the team’s lone RBI, but more
importantly, the fans got a chance
to welcome back their old favorites.
Victor Menocal, Tyler Parker,
Jason Perry, and Rynders returned
from last year’s College World Series squad. Jason Basil, Richard Lewis,
Brian Prince, Brad Stockton, Andy
Mitchell, Jahmal Overton, and Kevin
Cameron all returned from Tech’s
last pre-season top-ranked team. Major league reliever Jim Poole and
several other Jackets still working
their way through pro ball joined
this wealth of up and coming minor
leaguers.
In addition to the recent grads,
the game even saw two Mike Sorrow’s, as both the father and the son
make the list of all-time Jacket greats.
Before the game, there was a ceremony to commemorate the Walt
Smith Training Room. Walt has
served as the team’s trainer since
1985.
Sights and Sounds:
Menocal wearing his Phillie’s gear
under his uniform and eating cookies given to him by a Tech mom
who still can’t resist spoiling him….
Warren Moon in the stands with
his daughter Blair and her fellow
volleyball teammates…. A knot of
about 50 rowdy undergrads stationed
at third base to mock anyone within
50 feet…. the Alumni dugout full
of life and energy – to razz their own
teammates at the plate…. Menocal
displaying his sub par third base
coaching…. A Tech alum tripping
while trying to steal second base
and laughing all the way back to
first.
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The No. 19 Jackets began their 2003 season Saturday in the Gamecock
Invitational where they finished the weekend with a 2-2 record.
By John Parsons
Senior Staff Writer
The No. 19 Lady Jackets began
their 2003 campaign last Saturday
in the Gamecock Invitational where
they finished the weekend with a 22 record. They defeated Boston
College twice and lost to each South
Carolina and UNC Greensboro.
Tech, the defending ACC champions, will look to continue last season’s success, which saw the Jackets
come within one run of a Women’s
College World Series berth and finish with a 52-18 record. That was
good enough to earn Tech’s firstever preseason ranking in softball
heading into this season.
Twelve letterwinners return to
the squad, including All-American
shortstop Tara Knudsen, All-ACC
catcher Lindsay Wood and last year’s
ACC Rookie of the Year, pitcher

Jessica Sallinger.
Pitching should be the strength
of the team once again, with last
year’s top three starters all returning. Leading the way will be sophomore Sallinger, who rewrote Tech’s
single season records for strikeouts
(337), complete games (32), wins
(28) and innings pitched (257). Her
ERA of 1.17 was good enough to
place third in Tech history.
“Based on last season, Jessica is
our number one starter,” said Madden. “She is a power pitcher. She
throws hard and is one of the most
dominant starters in the country.”
Sallinger will be backed by Erin
Voeltz (17-7, 2.07 ERA) and Tiffany Goodman (7-2, 2.62). Having
three proven pitchers should greatly benefit Tech in tournament play,
when several games are often played
in a two or three day span.
The Lady Jackets’ hitting should

be solid once again, with the top
five averages and top three home
run and RBI totals from a year ago
all returning. Tara Knudsen, Tech’s
leader in all three of these categories
a year ago, and Lindsay Wood will
provide power in the middle of the
lineup.
“Tara is simply awesome. We
will need her badly at the plate this
season,” said Madden.
Senior Felicia Coursey will leadoff again this year after being a key
offensive spark for the team last year.
Junior Soraya Reddick and sophomore Kirin Kumar give the Jackets
more speed in the lineup, as well as
sophomore Katie Donovan, who has
shown a knack for performing in
the clutch, as evidenced by her selection to both the ACC and NCAA
Regional All-Tournament teams.
Tech’s ACC-best defense could
be hurt by the graduation of the
slick-fielding third baseman Jamie
Frost, Tech’s all-time leader in assists. Taking over at third this year
will be freshman Lauren Schlechte,
a second-team all-state honoree in
Missouri last year. Coach Madden
has confidence that she will perform well.
“Lauren has a great arm and good
instincts,” said Madden. “All she
needs is experience and time to adjust to our defensive philosophy.”
The Jackets will face at least 17
teams that reached the NCAA tournament last year and could face more
depending on the way the tournament brackets fall early in the season. Tech will be playing in the
National Invitiational Softball tournament on March 7-9, which could
lead to a matchup with defending
national champion California.
The home opener is scheduled
for Sunday, February 16 against
Georgia Southern. To get to Glenn
Field, turn north off 14th St. onto
Mecaslin St. The turn is marked by
the studios for WGCL-TV.
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Rabbitt’s second school record of
the season, as he established a new
standard in the 5000 meters at the
Terrier Invitational.
The defending ACC indoor
champion, Smith leaped 41’11.25”
in the triple jump to finish fifth in
the meet and break the record she
set at last year’s conference championships (41’10.75”). Smith’s performance also provisionally qualifies
her for the 2003 NCAA Indoor
Championships. Tech’s women now
have five different provisional qualifiers.
“I have a lot of high hopes for
ACC’s. Our squad has been performing really well every week and
we have a lot of really great fresh-
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man. It is in God’s hands from
here, hopefully he will be glorified,”
Smith said.
The Jackets lone victory on the
day came from freshman Chaunte
Howard, who won the high jump at
the third consecutive meet. She
equaled a season-best with a mark
of 5’11.25”. Teammate Megan Byrd
took 10th in the event with a season-best mark of 5’4.25”.
Howard commented on the fact
that she is really excited about being
apart of the team by saying, “I am
glad to be apart of such a great team.
They won ACC’s last year and I
know that we can beat UNC this
year if we continue on our present
path.”

Tech’s women also had several
other 2003 bests on the afternoon.
Senior Amy Dock was third in the
3000 meters with a season-best time
of 10:04.11, while sophomore Dana
Rogers took sixth in the 55-meter
hurdles in 7.91 and senior Jessica
DeFreitas placed seventh in the long
jump with a leap of 19’11.00”. In
addition, freshman Jessica Graff took
fourth in the pole vault.
“Last week’s performance, we look
really good going into ACC’s. We
are definitely able to beat UNC and
defend our championship,” Rogers
said.
The men also had several strong
showings, led by Brendon Mahoney’s
fourth-place finish in the 800 meters.
He ran a season-best 1:51.02.
“I think that we have come together as a team this year. Our

talent and hard work has shown
everyone what we can do in the
Atlantic Coast Conference. If we
compete like we are able to, then we
will be the ACC champions next
weekend. Our team unity has been
strong this year so that will help us
win our first ACC championship,”
Mahoney said.
Freshman Rob Kuhn also had a
season-best of 4:21.42 in a ninthplace finish in the mile. Additionally, sophomore Brian Ford ran 21.92
in the 200 meters, which ranks a
best for this indoor season. Senior
Brian Fraser (23’2.75”) and freshman I-Perfection Harris (23’2.00”)
placed eighth and ninth in the long
jump, while junior Michael Massey
(6’7.00”) was seventh in high jump.
A fellow jumper, Jessica Defrietas commented on their perfor-

mance by saying, “ACC’s are going
to be tough to win this year, but if
we go in and compete at the level
that we are capable of, we should be
able to pull it off. Brian Fraiser and
Christopher Crawley are showing
great improvement in the jumps.”
“The football players, Dennis
Davis, Reuben Houston and I-Perfection Harris are a big help for the
team,” Defrietas added. “The boy’s
have a good chance of winning
ACC’S this year, and it would be
great if both teams win this year.”
Tech returns to action next weekend at the Clemson Invitational before heading to the ACC Indoor
Championships, February 21-22, in
Chapel Hill, NC.
See supplemental coverage online:
www.ramblingwreck.com.
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with Jack. B. Nimble

lege basketball’s biggest secret. That’s
fine with me.”
Marvin Lewis tossed in 16 points
and Chris Bosh threw down 10 to
join Jack and Elder as four Yellow
Jackets scored in double figures.

Beta-FIJI battle provide fan fun
This week’s notebook features including six straight points late in
the women’s basketball matchup the second half to ice the game.
between the second-ranked Phi Mu
ladies and sixth-ranked ADPi.
Fran’s six-point streak was endPhi Mu held the top spot until ed by teammate Lou Anne HudRomans claimed
speth. Lou Anne
it last week with
hit a free throw
a win to push
with two minutes
their record to 3left as part of her
Beta had a man sent
0, while Phi Mu
7 points.
off in a profanityhad the week off.
“You’ll have to
The first
write
that I hit
laced mooning
spurt of the game
like five threeincident.
was an 8-0 run
pointers,” she
by ADPi, fueled
said to me after
by a pair of
the game. (Sorthrees, to erase an early 4-2 Phi Mu ry, that doesn’t add up to seven).
lead.
In other intramural news, or
Phi Mu responded with a 12-0 should I say intramural incidents,
run of their own to take a 16-10 Beta beat FIJI with a 1-0 score in Alead and coasted to a 20-13 half- league soccer. The entire match
time lead.
was heated, with both sides body
After trading easy buckets to start checking the other. Both teams’
the second half, Phi Mu’s suffocat- sidelines kept the tension high
ing press held ADPi without a point throughout the game.
for the next nine minutes as they
But the score and the sidelines
built a 26-15 lead.
weren’t the real news. Beta had a
When ADPi ended their drought man sent off in a profanity-laced
with a quick three points, Phi Mu mooning incident that left Beta with
called a timeout to regroup, then a 1.00 in sportsmanship for the game.
proceeded to glide to a 37-25 win. I guess he liked that Nike soccerPhi Mu was led by a 15-point streaker commercial just a little too
performance from Fran Balkcom, much.

“He’s college
basketball’s biggest
secret. That’s fine with
me.”
Paul Hewitt
Head Coach
Along with five blocks, Bosh grabbed
11 rebounds for his ninth doubledouble of the season. Ed Nelson
narrowly missed out on joining Bosh
as he contributed nine points and
12 rebounds.
After falling behind 22-17, the
Jackets went on a 14-0 run to take
the lead they would never relinquish.
The Jackets overcame 19 turnovers
with a combination of hot shooting, free throw line success, and stifling defense.
Tech shot 56-percent for the game
and 50-percent from three-point
land. In a bigger surprise, the Jackets shot 81-percent from the free
throw line, outscoring Maryland 258 from the charity stripe. The Terrapins only shot 42-percent for the
game and only 33-percent in the
first half.
On Wednesday night the Jackets traveled to Raleigh to take on
ACC rivals NC State. The team lost
to the Wolfpack 63-57 in yet another tough road loss.
The Jackets went into the halftime break at a 35-25 disadvantage
to the Wolfpack. The Jackets came
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A League Basketball Top 10
By Bill Allen / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Sophomore Anthony McHenry finished off the Terrapins with an emphatic
slam, posing for the crowd with 11.3 seconds remaining.
back from the break to start a run
that pulled within one or two points
of the Wolfpack on numerous occasions in the second half.
Tech’s loss to Clemson was a
setback, but the win over Maryland
undid most of the damage. With

the loss to NC State, the Jackets
position in the big dance is uncertain. Two wins this week would go
a long way towards securing a berth
in the big dance. Still, being back
on the bubble is better than on the
outside looking in.

1. Phi Darts
2. Sigma Nu
3. Pike
4. ESPN All-Stars Pt. 2
5. Alpha Tau Omega
6. Sig Ep
7. Beta Theta Pi
8. Love for Donuts
9. FIJI
10. Sigma Chi
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A-League Walleyball
1. Pike
2. SEPi
3. Pi Kappa Phi
4. Reaction
5. Insight
6. Beta Theta Pi
7. Lamda Chi Alpha
8. Chi Psi
9. Delta Tau Delta
10. FIJI
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